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It has been another eventful couple of months at the 
Security Institute as we have entered into 2021!

At the end of 2020 Peter Lavery FSyI was elected to 
be the next Institute Chair, and at the beginning of 
January he started his 3 year Chairship. In addition, in 
December 2020 Sarah Austerberry CSyP FSyI was co-
opted onto the Board of Directors (p.10). 

We are looking forward to this year’s Annual General 
Meeting on April 21st, it has been an impressive 
year of growth for the Institute both in terms of our 
Membership as well as our Membership Benefits and 
wider Engagement offerings (p.8).

The past few months have also been extremely 
notable for our ‘Next Generation in Security’ initiative, 
we have made significant strides in our efforts to 
introduce the range of opportunities available within 
our sector. Our ‘Secure Futures’ programme with the 
EY Foundation officially started, with 27 young people 
from low income backgrounds taking part in online 
work experience to see the opportunities available 
within security (pp.30-31).

Our Inclusive Security Special Interest Group (ISSIG) 
has gain even more momentum, launching their new 
social media campaign #OurSecurity that has helped 
showcase the diversity of roles and people in the 
sector. All leading towards a fantastic online event set 
for International Women’s Day, March 8th (pp.32-32).

Thank you for your continued support and feedback. 
We are here to serve you. 

Ben Harding, Marketing and PR Officer
Jade Lapper, Engagement Manager

Note from the Editors
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Chair’s Update:
New Chair, New Horizon
Peter Lavery FSyI

Well it’s been a very busy start to the new 
year. As someone who is typically behind the 
scenes, as I have been as the Deputy Chair 
over the last three years, the move into the 
Chair’s position feels very different and I have a 
newfound respect to all those former Chairs of 
the Institute.

I’ve given two interviews to date one with the 
Security Journal UK and the second with the 
City Security magazine, the security Journal 
article has already been published which gives 
you a little bit of a flavour of what we are doing 
and what we will be doing going forward. The 
City Security article will be in the spring edition 
which features similar but a little more on my 
background.

You will have seen prior to Christmas, the Board 
of Directors co-opted Sarah Austerberry CSyP 
FSyI to the Board to provide additional strategic 
input on ‘Insider Risk’ and further strengthen 
our Protective Security work (p.10). Sarah will be 
standing for election at the forthcoming virtual 
AGM in April. The AGM will present us with 
several opportunities for new Directors of the 
Institute, with some Directors stepping down 
following completion of their term of office 
(pp.8-9).

This edition has several articles providing 
updates for our Special Interest Groups 
(SIG’s) including new co-chairs of the Counter 
Terrorism SIG (CT SIG) which will help us 
with the recently launched ‘Project Duty’ 
consultation. The proposed ‘Protect Duty’ 
would seek to improve protective security and 
organisational preparedness at a wide range of 
publicly accessible locations (pp.12-13).

Our recently launched, New and Emerging 
Security Technology SIG (NEST SIG), sees 
innovation to the fore and a constant business 
driver with numerous examples during the 
pandemic which keeps security agile to 
business risks (p.11). 



Our Inclusive Security SIG (ISSIG) continues to go from strength to strength having launched the 
#OurSecurity campaign which will link to International Women’s Day on the March 8th, when we 
further explore inclusivity in the sector at our digital event (pp.32-33). Whilst talking about the ISSIG, a 
shout out and congratulation to our co-chair Lisa Reilly winner of the Contribution to Industry Award 
at the recent Women in Security Awards! (pp.24-25)

As some of you will have seen recently our Chief Executive, Rick Mounfield CSyP FSyI signed an MoU 
with our sister organisation the Central Association of Private Security Industry (CAPSI) in India, 
furthering our continuing work with overseas security organisations with a similar outlook to progress 
the security profession and share good practice for its members and the protection of wider society. 
We very much look forward to working with CAPSI and hold joint events in the future (pp.14-15).

Earlier this month I was honoured to be a judge on the Government Security Awards, hosted by the 
Cabinet Office with fellow judges being the leads from each of the Government Security Profession’s 
specialisms of physical, personnel, cyber and technical.  The Government Security Awards categories 
are as follows:
• Individual Excellence Award - Recognising exceptional individuals who go way beyond what could 

reasonably be expected of them, to improve the lives of colleagues, citizens or communities. Their 
contributions could be in the workplace, or as volunteers outside work, or both.

• Team of the Year Award - Recognising exceptional teams who go way beyond what could 
reasonably be expected of them, collaborating with others to improve our way of working.

• Innovation Award - Recognising the outstanding advancement or application innovation to improve 
policy, service delivery or public administration.

• Apprentice of the Year - Recognising apprentices who have made a significant impact during their 
apprenticeship.

• The Inspirational Leader Award - Recognising individuals who have demonstrated outstanding 
leadership, regardless of grade or role.

• The Resilience Award - Recognising excellence in crisis management, contingency planning, or 
major incident response throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Whilst I cannot comment of the specifics for obvious reasons, I was very impressed with the quality of 
the submissions and the contribution each had made to UK security and the profession. The winners 
will be announced next month at the Government Security Professions annual conference.

Another area of focus has been the Secure Futures programme which was launched by the Institute 
in late 2020 in collaboration with the EY Foundation and expands upon its #NextGen initiative. The 
Secure Futures programme will support twenty-seven, 16-18-year-olds from low-income backgrounds 
to access invaluable experience within the security industry, empowering them to consider pursuing 
careers working within the sector.

Beginning this month (Feb), thanks to sponsors from across the sector we start a 10-month 
programme to give these young people the opportunity to participate in an initial week of digital work 
experience, with a second planned for 6-9th April with professional mentoring throughout. We want 
this programme to have a long-term impact on the sector with participants being offered a year of 
free membership to the Security Institute when they turn 18 to support their continued professional 
development (pp.30-31).

Lastly, I hope members enjoyed the special webinar on the launch of the Protect Duty consultation 
from Kevin McNulty, of the Office of Security and Counter Terrorism (OSCT) at the Home Office and 
considers their own contribution either through the CT SIG or your own business response.
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Chief Executive’s Update
Rick Mounfield CSyP FSyI

Welcome to the February edition of the Security 
Institute Quarterly. 

I am so proud of the professional production of 
this publication, both digital and in print version. 
It has become a jewel in the crown of the Institute 
because it showcases the incredible capability of 
our membership; the altruism and the leadership 
offered by so many. It is also a showcase of the ability 
of our HQ team to deliver a premium service to our 
members. Our Marketing & PR Officer, Ben Harding 
has excelled again, I am sure you will agree.

Volunteering, altruism, social conscience, magnanimity 
has become the vocabulary of those in our 
membership who wish to, (and find time to) take the 
membership to an immersive level. It is enormously 
satisfying to deliver something that makes someone 
else in your community better at what they do. We are 
blessed to have thousands of members who fit this 
description. 

There is a book written by Seth Godin that I first read 
in 2017 as I took up the post of Chief Executive. It’s 
called “Tribes: We need YOU to lead us”. The concept is that a tribe is any group of people, large or 
small, who are connected to one another with an idea. (eg The Security Institute members and the idea 
of professional development and peer recognition and collaboration for the improvement of Security). 

The tribe needs leaders! As the tribe grows, the vision of the idea expands and offshoots are created 
that become new ideas and projects, linked to and adding value to the original idea (S.Godin), (eg 
Special Interest groups focused on a niche subject or discipline of security under the overarching 
original idea). That offshoot needs leadership too……This is where the Institute has thrived. Our 
membership is full of great leaders! Professionals with specialist skills and knowledge. Servant Leaders 
who deliver development through SIGs, validation board, committees or the main board, for no reason 
but helping others to become better educated and more capable. 

The Security Institute is a Tribe and the more immersive members become, the greater the impact. I am 
privileged to have an influence in each of these offshoot ideas, enabling their successes and observing 
the significant impact that each leader is having. Everyone in the industry sees this as the Institute’s 
impact and influence and essentially it is because the Institute is 4000+ professionals supported by a 
team of 9 employees! You are the Institute!

When consider the impact and influence we have as a membership body and then add the impressive 
capability of the Government Security Profession, everything I have written so far amplifies.

 As we validate our 35th government department into the membership (equating to 800 professionals), 
we are witnessing the effect of collaborations in a way we could only dream of 18 months ago. There are 
the usual networking collaborations of mentoring and collegiate thought leadership which we all enjoy 
and then there are the projects that are not commonly reported. The Government security profession 
is sharing knowledge but also seeking the opinions of the corporate sector to address common threats 
and how to mitigate them. It is truly reciprocal in nature and I honestly believe that this is addressing 
the silo effect we have suffered for so long. The UK is a safer place as a result. 

Being a part of the Security Institute is much more than the peer validated professional membership 
that we value and enjoy. It is an open invite to contribute. I am grateful to those that do, and I extend 
the offer to anyone who wishes to know more. 

Enjoy the read!
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The Security Institute is the 
largest association in the UK for
security professionals and offers 
news, networking, events and 
unique validation of experience 
highly valued by employers 
and clients.
We promote and encourage continued professional 
development through education. In collaboration 
with the Institute’s education partner, PerpetuityARC, 
we offer an award winning accredited eLearning 
pathway from Level 3 through to Level 7 for those 
wishing to enhance their professional security 
management skills.

PerpetuityARC is at the forefront of security 
management training provision in the UK and 
has a unique background in security research 
and education. PerpetuityARC’s trainers and 
management team are all highly qualified 
and recognised experts in their fields.

Our eLearning courses are recognised throughout 
the industry and offer you the opportunity to study 
at a time and place of your choice as you continue 
in your career. Each qualification is accredited 
through internationally recognised awarding bodies.

You will be eligible for FREE Student membership 
whilst you are studying.

CONTACT THE SECURITY INSTITUTE 

024 7634 6464
info@security-institute.org

1 The Courtyard, Caldecote, 
Warks, CV10 0AS
024 7634 6464
info@security-institute.org
security-institute.org

BTEC LEVEL 3 CERTIFICATE IN SECURITY MANAGEMENT
 £999 +VAT

Providing learners with an introduction to key ideas, techniques and issues central to
professional security management. This course offers learners an understanding of policy, 
best practice and legislation associated with security management principles, including
health and safety, asset protection and information security.

From discussing the formation of risk, to analysing potential causes and prevention of 
crime; this course is a must for supervisors or those seeking to make that move.

This six month course consists of six modules; three of which are 
mandatory and three are chosen from optional modules. Modules include:

CORE MODULES
Introduction to Security Management
Security Department Management
Information Security

BTEC LEVEL 5 DIPLOMA IN SECURITY MANAGEMENT
£1,630 +VAT
This course provides learners with a broad understanding of how security theory works
with best practice to form successful security initiatives in the workplace. This enables 
learners to explore a host of theoretically founded concepts and to introduce their own 
ideas and experiences to scenarios related to the workplace.

From identifying issues and understanding ideas about the risks to causes and
prevention of crime, this is the ultimate security manager’s course.

The course consists of five modules spread over a twelve month duration.

COURSE MODULES
Understanding Security / Threats to Security / Risk Management / The Legal System /  
Management

IQ LEVEL 7 ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN SECURITY MANAGEMENT
£1,860 +VAT
This eLearning course set at Masters level, provides learners with the opportunity to 
research, analyse and explore a specialist area of their own choosing within the security 
management sector. It uncovers core theory with accompanying methodologies and 
equips learners with the skills to think critically - a much sought after skill for today’s
security professional.

From looking at core texts with a critical-eye, to extracting theory from best practice
through to developing specialist knowledge in a niche area, this online course takes the
study of Security Management to the most advanced level.

The eLearning course consists of three modules spread over a nine month duration.

COURSE MODULES
Critical Thinking and Critical Writing Skills / Research Methods and Project Proposals /
Conducting Research and Projects

/company/the-security-institute/   
@SyInstitute  
@thesecurityinstitute   
Security Institute

ACCREDITED SECURITY
MANAGEMENT QUALIFICATIONS

ALL SECURITY INSTITUTE COURSES ARE 
DELIVERED BY OUR EDUCATION PARTNER 

  BTEC LEVEL 3 CERTIFICATE
This qualification will benefit anyone seeking 
professional recognition and accreditation 
within the security sector.

Open to anyone who operates within the 
private or public security sectors.

  BTEC LEVEL 5 DIPLOMA  
This qualification is designed for 
practitioners who have experience in 
security management and now wish to 
achieve professional recognition and gain 
an accredited security qualification.

Suitable for those in middle and senior 
management level positions.

 SFJ LEVEL 7 ADVANCED DIPLOMA
In this ever-growing global market, linked 
with many other areas of development, this 
qualification will appeal to practitioners in 
international security and risk management 
who are striving to embrace modern 
approaches to their line of work.

 MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Professional Credibility / Special Offers / 
Lobbying & Development / Mentoring / 
Member Discounts / LinkedIn Group /
Career Development (CPD Scheme) / 
Networking / Newsletter / Special Interest 
Groups / Events & Masterclasses / 
Annual Conference 

security-institute.org

!

ELECTIVE MODULES
Health & Safety / Retail Security / Strategic
Security / Physical Security / Terrorism Awareness 
and Management /  Risk, Crisis and Disaster 
Management

PATHWAY TO
SUCCESS

Whatever your current 
skill level, the Security 
Institute provides a 
training route suitable 
for progression within 
the security industry.

Our qualifications are 
recognised by Portsmouth 
University, Bucks New
University and the University
of South Wales, enabling 
learners to progress to 
either a full Degree or MSc.

For more information on
any of the courses please 
contact PerpetuityARC who 
will be happy to answer any
of your questions and assist
you with selecting the course
that is right for you.

0845 838 7221
sales@perpetuityarc.com
perpetuityarc.com/syi
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The Security Institute’s 

Annual General Meeting 
2021

Dear Colleagues,

It is my pleasure to invite you to join the Chair, Board of Directors and the HQ team at this year’s Annual 
General Meeting (AGM). This year we return with our first ever digital AGM on 21st April  at 12:30, 
ensuring that all can safely attend the event during the on-going period of social restrictions. Our AGM 
is being held for the following purposes:

• To receive a Financial Report and adopt the Security Institute statement of Accounts and Auditors’
Report for the year ended December 31st 2020.

• To reappoint Armstrongs as Accountants of the Company and approve their renumeration.
• To receive a report from the Chair of the Institute.
• To elect Directors to the main Board.
• To transact any other competent ordinary business.

This year’s election for Directors to join the Board is one of the most important in recent years as there 
are in effect eight places, up for election at this AGM. This is due to a number of factors:

• Our previous Chair Professor Alison Wakefield CSyP FSyI and Angela Vernon Lawson FSyI are retiring
from the board after 11 years and six years service respectively creating two vacancies,

• Stuart Hughes FSyI resigned from the Board during the year and Sarah Austerberry CSyP FSyI was
co-opted and now seeks your support for her election

• Alex Yates FSyI also resigned from the Board during the year, creating a yet unfilled place.
• Tony Aston FSyI Rtd, Carl Dakin CSyP FSyI, Mahbubal Islam CSyP FSyI and Richard Woolford CSyP

FSyI having completed three years on the Board offer themselves for re-election for a further three
years.

There is a lot to cram into this AGM. You will hear from our new Chair, Peter Lavery FSyI, on the 
strategic developments of the Institute as well as the ongoing focus on enhancing our governance and 
corporate social responsibility (CSR). The directors have been outstanding in delivering their portfolios 
and the impact has been felt far beyond the membership. It is being noticed across Government and 
the wider industry as well as other countries, with 44 Corporate Partners now aligned with us and 35 
Government Departments offering membership to now over 800 civil servants.

At HQ, we have had a busy year. Not only have we expanded by another member of staff, we have also 
been developing ourselves to be better at our individual roles. On the information assurance/cyber 
security front, we passed external audits on GDPR compliance and Cyber Essentials Plus. We continue 
to streamline our operations and align our business processes, risk and resilience with the standards of 
ISO 9001, for which we were accredited again this past month by our auditors the BSI.

As we plan for another busy year, it is good to stop and reflect on our progress to date. We want to 
recognise the hard work of our volunteers and give you, the engaged membership, a reminder of 
why you chose to belong to the Security Institute. We welcome and encourage your participation and 
appreciate the opportunity to respond to your questions. On behalf of the Board and our staff, we look 
forward to meeting you for an informative AGM hosted on an exciting new social networking platform.

Warmest Regards,

Rick Mounfield CSyP FSyI
Chief Executive



We have overcome many challenges in the past 12 
months, as many others have, including moving a 
lot of our events and engagement activity to “digital” 
alternatives. Our 2021 Annual General Meeting is 
the next of our events to join the “virtual” event line 
up, and whilst we are disappointed that once again, 
we are unable to meet, network (and have a drink 
or two) with our members at our AGM, we have 
come up with a solution that means our members 
can attend and network much like our usual AGM 
system. 

Earlier this month we invested in a new “networking” 
platform called REMO Conference. The live virtual 
event and networking platform offers up to 500 
of our members at one time to access the virtual 
event space and “pull up a chair” in a round table, 
networking format. REMO will give our members the 
option to see a birds’ eye view of the table layouts, 
view who is at each table, and jump from table to 
table at their own choice, providing Real-time, face-
to-face engagement. Once our members have set 
up their profile, added a photograph (so members 
can easily spot you!) and joined a table of their 
choice, they can share their webcam, audio, screen 
share, and type inside a chat box to other attendees 
on the table. 

Our AGM presentations will also be taking place 
within the REMO conference space, meaning that 
with ease for our members in mind, you can join 
in the presentations, with the option to network 
before and after – all in one place!

Security Institute Membership Engagement 
Manager, Jade Lapper said 
“So far in the last year we have held many successful 
digital events, with one of the highlights being our 
virtual Annual Conference week in October. One 
thing that we haven’t been able to achieve yet is that 
real-time face-to-face networking that a lot of our 
members long to restore. REMO gives a fantastic 
solution to this, offering all members the chance 
to not only catch up with those members that they 
already know, but to meet new contacts who all 
share a like-minded enthusiasm for Security.”

Bookings for the 2021 Annual General Meeting 
are now open, and you can book on to attend 
the meeting HERE: https://event.bookitbee.
com/31857/210421-security-institute-annual-
general-meeting-2  

We will also be hosting sponsored tables, in a laid 
back and casual environment where our sponsors 
can exhibit in a networking atmosphere and host 
demonstrations to those who wish to get involved. 

This year’s voting and director elections will also 
be happening virtually using a dedicated and 
trusted AGM online voting system. we will be giving 
all professional grade members (ASyI, MSyI, FSyI inc 
Rtd) the chance to cast their vote via Proxy, Online 
attendance to the AGM, and postal vote. 

More details regarding how to vote and instructions 
on how to use the voting platform will be released 
nearer the time, but if you would like further details, 
or would like to request a postal ballot pack, please 
contact Jade@security-institute.org. 

What can you expect at this 
year’s AGM?
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In December 2020, the Security Institute was pleased to 
announce the co-option of Sarah Austerberry CSyP FSyI 
to the Security Institute Board of Directors.

Sarah is a thought leader within the field of personnel 
security, with a successful career of 20 years working 
in UK Government as a security subject matter expert. 
After serving as a senior leader within Government 
security for several years, Sarah is now the Director 
of Au Security Consulting. Her role includes auditing, 
designing and developing innovative personnel and people 
security risk mitigation programmes for the critical national 
infrastructure and crowded places (government and private 
industry) in the UK and overseas.

Through her work with the Security Institute and a number of universities, Sarah has demonstrated 
her commitment to championing professional development for security professionals, as well as 
encouraging young professionals to enter the industry. Many readers will recognise Sarah from when 
she co-hosted the Security Institute’s Virtual Conference Week alongside Rick Mounfield CSyP FSyI in 
October 2020.

Sarah’s experience in Government security is highly valued as the Institute continues to strengthen 
their engagement with Government, as is her specialist expertise across a number of key areas of 
practice including insider risks. Since her co-option Sarah has become the Sponsoring Director for the 
Insider Risk Special Interest Group.

Speaking on Sarah’s co-option, Security Institute the acting Chair Professor Alison Wakefield PhD CSyP 
FSyI said:
“Sarah is a longstanding supporter and active member of the Institute who brings significant expertise 
and profile in national and organisational security to the Board of Directors. As we seek to build our 
capability and prominence as thought leaders in the ever-widening security domain, Sarah has a 
significant amount to contribute and we very much look forward to working more closely with her.”

Since her co-option, Peter Lavery FSyI was elected as Chair and added:
 “On behalf of the Institute membership and the Board I am delighted that Sarah has accepted our 
invitation to join the Board of Directors. Sarah has already made a significant contribution to the 
Institute with her work on insider risks and we also greatly appreciated her co-hosting of our annual 
Virtual Conference Week. Sarah brings considerable experience from her former career in HM 
Government and as a subject matter expert in personnel and people security risks.”

Sarah said of her co-option:
 “I am delighted to be have been asked to join the Board of the Directors of the Security Institute. This 
is my opportunity to give something back to the Institute, which has supported my career in security 
over many years. I very much look forward to this role helping to shape and steer the Institute and 
developing a portfolio that will add value to our members.”

Sarah will formally stand for election at the Institute’s AGM on 21st April 2021 (pp.8-9).

Sarah Austerberry CSyP FSyI Co-OptedSarah Austerberry CSyP FSyI Co-Opted  

on to Board of Directorson to Board of Directors
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Introducing our newest 
Special Interest Group:
New & Emerging Security 
Technology SIG (NEST SIG)
In December, the Institute launched its latest 
special interest group the New and Emerging 
Security Technologies SIG (NEST SIG).  

The purpose of this SIG is to bring the latest 
emerging technology to the Security Institute 
membership whilst looking at how technology 
interacts and crosses over with other security 
elements such as Cyber, Physical and Manned 
Security.  

Electronic Security is evolving at a rapid rate, 
and technology used in other commercial and 
industrial sectors is now providing significant 
benefits to the security sector 

The NEST SIG is co-chaired by Glen Higson, MD 
of Bi3 and Mark Rees MSyI, MD of 360 Vision 
Technology. Under their leadership, the NEST SIG 
aims facilitate thought leadership and provide 
direction in a collaborative forum with Security 
Institute members. Working and collaborating 
via the Institute’s Community Platform, the NEST 
SIG welcomes feedback regarding topics and 
technology that the membership feel would be 
interesting to explore

Over the next few weeks and months, the chairs 
of the NEST SIG be scheduling regular webinar 
based meetings, with guest speakers from leading 
technology manufacturers, to demonstrate the 
innovative integration enhancements to all forms 
of electronic security. Security Institute members 
will be able to find further details on the 
Community Platform: http://community.security-
institute.org/

1 1
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New Co-Chairs Announced 
for the Counter Terrorism 
Special Interest Group 
(CTSIG) 
The Security Institute has announced that Andrew Donaldson MSyI and Steven McGrath MSyI will 
Co-Chair the Counter Terrorism Special Interest Group (CT SIG).

Both Steven and Andrew have extensive experience within Counter Terrorism and are thought 
leaders within the field. As the new Co-Chairs of the CT SIG they will drive forward the group’s aim 
of sharing information and best practice in the field of Counter Terrorism for the benefit of all 
Security Institute members as well as the wider community.

Andrew is Head of Security at Real Estate Management (UK) Ltd, responsible for overall crisis 
management and security operations across the portfolio that includes The Shard and other prime 
London real estate.  Prior to this, he had a distinguished career in international counter terrorism, 
including representing British interests in the USA and Asia.

Steven is the Head of Information Capability and Engagement with the National Counter Terrorism 
Security Office (NaCTSO). In this role, he is responsible for NaCTSO’s engagement with businesses 
and the implementation of their Information Sharing Platform. In addition, as the joint chair of the 
Protect & Prepare Business Information Exchange (CT BIE), he oversees projects delivered jointly 
by NaCTSO and business and the cascade of advice and guidance across a national network of 
business and industry sectors.

Under their leadership, the CT SIG will collaborate closely with Government specialists that are 
leading the nation’s Counter Terrorism efforts. The CT SIG is well placed to support the Security 
Institute’s contribution and response to the ‘Protect Duty’ consultation, by directly engaging with 
a broad range of stakeholders and encouraging responses to the consultation questions. This will 
help ensure that security professionals within the sector can be involved in the process and resolve 
any potential concerns before new protective security legislation is passed. 



Speaking on his new role as the CT SIG Co-Chair, 
Andrew said:

“Counter terrorism is not just a job for the police 
and MI5.  The Security Institute is well placed to not 
only keep people safe on a day-to-day basis, but also 
influence the longer-term strategy and decisions that 
need to be made.  We have an opportunity with the 
PROTECT Duty consultation to inform government of 
how the private sector can successfully manage and 
implement security regulations.”

Steven added to this saying:

“We have an opportunity to provide a voice for the 
industry to shape not only the advice and guidance 
provided to business and industry, but also the way 
it is delivered. Ensuring collaboration, articulating our 
thoughts accurately and timely, and thinking about 
security in the longer-term are my initial goals for the 
CTSIG.”

The work of the CT SIG and the new Co-Chairs will be 
supported by their Institute Board of Directors Sponsor, 
Vice Chairman Jonathan Schulten FSyI. Jonathan has 
vast experience working within counter terrorism 
having served as Director, SME & Lead Assessor on 
the National Counter Terrorism Security Coordinators 
Course within the College of Policing, and more recently 
working in senior security and business resilience roles 
within the private sector.

Speaking on the CT SIG Jonathan said: 

“Comprising of over 200 security professionals the CT 
SIG is strongly supported by the Institute’s membership. 
I welcome Andy and Steve as the new co-Chairs. They 
are both vastly experienced and very well connected 
within the CT community, bringing with them knowledge 
of government agencies, intelligence, public and private 
sector organisations and terrorism risk insurance. I look 
forward to collaborating with them and to the invaluable 
contribution the CT SIG will make to the Institute’s 
response to the Protect Duty consultation process.”

You can join the CTSIG and get involved as an Institute 
member on our community platform: 
http://community.security-institute.org/

We were pleased to have hosted the first event led 
by the CT SIG on Monday 22nd February, which 
gave an in-depth look into the upcoming Protect 
Duty Consultation. It was fantastic to see over 500 
security professionals register to join us, with over 100 
questions asked.

Andrew Donaldson MSyI
CT SIG Co-Chair

Steven McGrath MSyI
CT SIG Co-Chair
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The Security Institute and Central Association of Private Security Industry (CAPSI) of India have signed 
a memorandum of understanding to promote and strengthen each other’s efforts to support security 
professionals and raise standards across the security sector internationally.

Both organisations work closely with and for the security 
industry, public bodies as well as their respective 
Governments. This new agreement will enhance their 
efforts and have a far-reaching positive impact on the 
sector, with each organisation having strong national 
and international business networks. 

CAPSI, similarly to the Security Institute, is playing a 
leadership role in the formulation of “Global Standards 
and Best Practices” for Private Security Industry 
representing the interests of more than 22,000 
Private Security Agencies (PSAs) which are managing 
one of the world’s largest workforce of over 9 million 
guardsmen and women in providing private security 
cover to the whole of India.

Central to this partnership is the desire to share 
knowledge, and both organisations will support 
the exchange of information between their 

Institute Signs New 
Partnership with 

CAPSI of India
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respective members. Both organisations want to 
develop platforms for the international exchange 
of security, risk and crisis management matters.

This, in addition to connecting respective 
members with reliable authorities (public sector 
and international institutions), are both major 
pillars of the partnership. 

Through this agreement, Security Institute and 
the CAPSI will collaborate to develop activities 
and events that will enhance the capability of the 
security sector on an international level. 

Both organisations will co-host regular webinars 
and also support each other’s respective 
Conference’s, with the Security Institute’s held 
annually in October and CAPSI’s held annually 
in December. These are just a few of the many 
ways that the Security Institute and CAPSI plan 
to expand their expertise and create synergies 
through this new partnership.

Speaking on the new partnership with CAPSI, The 
Security Institute’s Chief Executive, Rick Mounfield 
CSyP FSyI said:

‘I had the pleasure of speaking at the CAPSI 
Conference in December, and I am very excited 
for the knowledge sharing and opportunities for 
collaboration that this new agreement will enable. 
As two membership organisations seeking 
to support security professionals and raise 
standards in the security sector, there is so much 
to be gained from working more closely.’

Adding to Rick’s comments, the CAPSI Chairman 
Kunwar Vikram Singh said: 

‘The collaboration between CAPSI and The 
Security Institute is going to be a game changer 
for the security environment in India. It will 
facilitate us to set much needed benchmarks 
and also to develop a special cadre of highly 
efficient security professionals. This partnership is 
being appreciated by the government as well the 
corporate sector.”
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2021 CPD Toolkit Launched: 2021 CPD Toolkit Launched: 

As the name Continuing Professional Development (CPD) scheme implies, this is a way of tracking how you 
have grown in knowledge and achievement, and allows you to demonstrate this year on year when your 
records are verified by HQ and a certificate is awarded. So far, over 500 SyI members have made successful 
submissions for 2020, and the last few toolkits are waiting to be checked. We have also had submission 
from other security associations, and from non-members too, all of which are checked and certified by us.

What is changing this year?
The scheme – which is updated and issued each year – has been redesigned for 2021, making it easier to 
record what you have done and award yourself points. 

The mobile app has also had a total overhaul and passed all its testing with flying colours. It is a really good 
way of tracking CPD as you go, spending just a few seconds to record what you’ve done and add it to your 
annual record. 

We no longer ask you to choose whether your learning is formal or informal – it’s all just learning now! 
You just choose the description from the alphabetical list of activities provided, and add in how many 
hours you have done of that activity, and award yourself points – it is usually one point per hour but there 
is a table where you can check. Just make sure you mix it up a bit by scoring points against at least three 
different types of activity, and when you have scored 36 or more you are ready to submit for 2021. There is 
no need to wait until the end of the year, and we have several keen beans who have completed their 2021 
CPD already.

New SyI Mobile App Update
To coincide with the launch of the new 2021 CPD Toolkit we have also 
launched an update for the SyI App.

The App now follows the 2021 CPD Toolkit rules, making it easier 
to track your progress and ensure you meet the criteria before 
submitting.

We have also taken this opportunity to fix a number of issues 
reported by members, to improve the user experience on the app.

Make sure you are operating of the latest version!

Update for Apple Users: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/the-security-
institute/id1439598781?ign-mpt=uo%3D2

Update for Android Users: https://play.google.com/store/apps/
details?id=com.syi.securityinstitute

‘Does what it says on the Tin’‘Does what it says on the Tin’
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Myth-Busters
For anyone new to CPD, here are some common 
myths that we wanted to set straight.

I can’t afford to keep going to 
conferences or training courses
No one expects you to only achieve CPD points 
from attending paying events. These days there 
is a plethora of free webinars and online learning 
content which all counts towards your CPD score. 
There is also a huge list of other activity such 
as helping others through mentoring, sharing 
your security knowledge, writing and delivering 
presentations (or even magazine articles!). Some 
of it can be done during your working day, and 
you can also play catch-up watching webinar 
recordings in the evenings and weekends. 
A really good starting place is the Institute 
members-only area on the website, where you 
can access the back catalogue of webinars, 
the Institute magazine (1 point per issue read), 
the mentoring scheme and the professional 
development platform. Several successful 
submissions in 2020 only used the learning 
material provide here, all free, all available 24/7 
worldwide!

I don’t have time to fill in complicated forms
The online Excel toolkit is really easy to use – read member comments about it in the online Community. 
There is only one record sheet to fill in, all the other tabs give advice and look-up lists of activity and current 
Corporate Partners. The mobile app is even easier – always with you when you have your mobile phone in 
your pocket - just get into the habit of making it a 5 minute end of the week job to update your records.

Security isn’t my full-time role, so my learning covers non-security tasks
Well that’s fine too. The scheme allows you to track what is right for you, so add in the learning you’ve 
done on non-security activities alongside your security work, especially if its management related. 

I’ve only just joined, so do I still have to score 36 points this year?
For new joiners, we ask you to record 3 points of activity for each month you have been a member. So if 
you joined in January, you’ll need to submit 33 points for the remainder of the year, and so on. It doesn’t 
make too much difference now, but new joiners from the Summer onwards certainly appreciate it.

And finally
• Over 300 members voluntarily participated in the scheme in 2020 – they wouldn’t do that if it was 

difficult. 
• Making an annual CPD return is compulsory for Security Institute Fellows and Chartered Security 

Professionals. Membership grades may be affected if you do not make annual submissions. 
• One submission counts for CSyP and FSyI – there is no need to double up.
• Retired Fellows no longer need to complete annual CPD on a compulsory basis. However, many do 

keep their knowledge current, and spend time helping others, so choose to also submit their CPD. 

Although it is a little late for New Year’s Resolutions, why not make joining in the CPD scheme one of yours? 
See https://security-institute.org/cpd/ for more information and for the 2020 and 2021 toolkits.
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Changes to the SyI Website Coming Soon: Changes to the SyI Website Coming Soon: 

Member Credits and Event BookingsMember Credits and Event Bookings
The Security Institute are delighted to announce some major changes coming up in the next few 
weeks regarding our events booking pages and your member credits. 

Working closely alongside our web designers You Digital, we are pleased to say that we are soon to be 
launching our own dedicated events booking site, hosted within our own website. This means that you 
will be able to book on for our events directly through the Security Institute website.

The changes mean that we will also be able to make some significant changes regarding membership 
credits, meaning that we will now have the feature to add credit to your online member account, 
which can be used in the SyI website shop against our Security Institute events, regalia and even your 
membership fees (excluding all CSyP products). This replaces our previous member credit process 
where bookings needed to be made via the telephone and excluded membership subscription fees. 

Events Coordinator Becky O’Dell said “This is a great move forward for membership credits, it not only 
means that you can use your credit towards more products in the Security Institute Shop, but you can 
also view your live credits online and chose to subtract from an item cost in the shop really easily.”

Member credits are issued to members in return of our ‘recommend a friend’ scheme. Introduce a 
friend or colleague to the Institute and you can receive £20 of member credit (plus 1 CPD point) once 
their validation is complete. 

The changes to the website will come into effect in the coming weeks, and we will announce more 
when this has gone live and you can start spending your member credits, your way!
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Introducing our new digital 
Membership cards

Back at the end of 2020 we invited the Membership 
Matters Advisory Group (MMAG) to give feedback on 
an idea to go paperless with our membership cards. If 
2020 has taught us anything, it is that we live in a day 
and age where technology and digital solutions are at 
the forefront of what we do, which gave us at HQ an 
idea. 

We already have a mobile app which can record 
CPD, link to our event booking pages, host our 
magazine, eNews and even launch the mentoring 
platform, community platform and much more at your 
fingertips, so why not your membership card too?

We really enjoyed hearing your feedback regarding 
this idea, and after much thought and consideration, 
weighing up the good feedback with the constructive 
- we have decided to proceed with these changes.
So stay tuned for an update in the very near future
for more information about our new app update
which will now include your membership card, at your
fingertips, on the go.

Despite the new digital membership cards replacing 
the current paper versions, we have tried to make your 
new digital card as easy to access as possible. We have 
installed a ‘Membership card button’ on both the home 
screen and the side bar - so once signed in, it is easy to 
find, and quick to access. 

For those of you unfamiliar with our mobile app, you 
sign in using the same username and password as your 
current log in to the members area of the website. - So no 
need to create another account! Your membership details 
pull through from the website automatically, so there is 
nothing you need to do, other than download the app, log 
in and start using it.

We do not have a launch date for the new digital 
membership cards going live, but stay tuned over the next 
couple of weeks for further information.

The Security Institute mobile app is available to download 
from both the Apple store and Play store.
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Offender delayed is an offender denied
Wednesday 13th January 2021

For this our first webinar of 2021, we were joined by one of our 
newest Corporate Partners Warrior Doors.

Doors are the most obvious means to enter any building / business 
and yet, many doors are not fit for purpose and a safe working 
environment can quickly be found wanting. Failing to specify 
adequate door security against potential risks can put stock, staff 
and members of the public at risk. In this presentation, we ran 
through all too typical scenarios where having the correct doors can 
change the situation for a better outcome.

Close Protection – Beyond the physical, with Excellentia
Wednesday 9th December 2020

We were delighted to have one of our Corporate Partners, 
Excellentia Global host this webinar.

The presentation gave an overview on the provision of close 
protection, and how it has evolved over several millennia, to 
the commercial role we see today. It also looked at the risks 
posed by utilising specialist services and the inherent hazards, 
as the successful provision of protective security is no longer the 
preserve of imposing bodyguards, but a serious and complex risk 
management service that should compliment and enhance business 
opportunities, as well as ensure safety of those in its care.

SyI Morning Feature – Introducing Your SIGs
Friday 15th January 2021

In this new series of SyI Morning Feature webinars we were pleased 
to welcome Institute members to meet the Chairs behind our Special 
Interest Groups (SIGs). In this Morning Feature we were joined by 
the Chairs and Co-Chairs of our “Built Environment SIG” (BESSIG), 
“Inclusive Security SIG” (ISSIG) and our most recent “New and 
Emerging Security Technology SIG” (NEST).

We discussed the aims and objectives of each SIG, the latest 
developments and how you can get involved with them.  

Our Full Calendar of CPD 
Webinars Continues: 
Members can catch-up on-demand
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Integrating Mobile Phone Technology into a Modern Security 
System, with Gallagher
Wednesday 10th February 2021

Our Corporate Partners Gallagher kindly hosted another webinar with us.

Mobile technology use in everyday life has increased massively in 
recent years. This webinar offered the chance to focus on mobile 
phone technology and how it can be used within a modern security 
system. We discussed the benefits of mobile technology and how it can 
influence your security strategy, the mobile credential versus traditional 
card technology, how to improve incident management response and 
actively build intelligence into your security system using mobile phone 
technology.

Biometrics and the threat to law enforcement
Wednesday 27th January 2021

In this webinar, David Burge joined us to discuss the findings of 
his research into Biometrics and Law Enforcement, which was 
conducted as part of his dissertation for his MSc Information 
Security from Royal Holloway University. Now working in a US 
biometrics technology company based out in Malta, David drew on 
his experience as a former operational law enforcement officer and 
merchant banking security risk professional. David also discussed 
how his research explores the ways in which combining biometrics 
and social media profiles can harm an undercover operative’s alias, 
and that this can pose not just cyber or virtual but physical security 
risks to their personal life by revealing their true identity.

Creating a Level Playing Field, with SIA
Wednesday 24th February 2021

We were pleased to be joined by the Acting SIA Chief Executive 
Michelle Russell, who explained in this webinar what the SIA are 
doing to combat organisations that use illegal practices or bend the 
rules to take work away from businesses who are working correctly.

The discussion explored the role and attitudes of Buyers, sub-
contracting, the position of individual security operatives, raising 
business standards as a differentiation tool, as well as enforcement 
procedures and the influence of social media.

Michelle challenged the industry to share more information with the 
SIA and asked whether the current compliance strategies employed 
by the SIA go far enough.

Did you miss a webinar?

As an exclusive member benefit, Institute member can catch-up on all previous webinars at a time that 
best suits: https://security-institute.org/webinars/
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Date Event Activity Points

3rd December
17th December
7th January
21st January
4th February
18th February

CSyP Application Workshop Attend SyI and CPD Partner events 3

11th December
15th January
5th February
26th February

SyI Morning Feature Webinars:

The Pathway to Success: Online Courses
Introducing Your SIGs
Kickstart Scheme: Find out more
Being There: Launch Event

Attend SyI and CPD Partner events (Whole event) 2

9th December
13th January
27th January
10th February
22nd February
24th February

SyI CPD Webinars:

Close Protection – Beyond the physical, with Excellentia
Offender delayed is an offender denied
Biometrics and the threat to law enforcement
Integrating Mobile Phone Technology into a Modern Security System
Protect Duty Consultation
Creating a Level Playing Field

Attend SyI and CPD Partner events (Whole event) 2

15th December
26th January
23rd February

SyI Validation Board Meeting Committee work on a voluntary basis (per hour) 1

20th January
27th January
8th February

Resilience First webinar series: 

What Brexit means for business - The outstanding questions 
Reinventing the hospitality sector in a Covid-19 world
A guide to agile working

Attending Institute and CPD Partner organisational events 
(per hour)

2

Various Dates OSPAS Thought Leadership webinar series Attending Institute and CPD Partner organisational events 
(per hour)

2

Various Dates SASIG Webinar series Attending Institute and CPD Partner organisational events 
(per hour)

2

Various Dates SIG Meetings Committee work on a voluntary basis (per hour) 1

CPD Points Lookup Guide
Here are some of the recent CPD activities that you may have completed within the past 3 months, 
any activities since January can be used towards your 2021 CPD submission.

You can download the 2021 CPD Toolkit and certificates for recent SyI webinars on the Security 
Institute website: https://security-institute.org/cpd/

If you have any questions on CPD, please contact Di Thomas on 07879 330818 or email 
cpd@security-institute.org. 
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SECURITY INSTITUTE
CONTINUING 
PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
(CPD) SCHEME

The Security Institute is committed to raising standards in the 
security profession and encourages everyone to think about 
how they can continue to develop their knowledge and skills. 

WHY SHOULD I TRACK MY CPD? 

■ Demonstrate how I keep pace with
changes in the security industry

■ Achieve recognition, with my CPD Certificate
of Completion when I reach 36 points

■ Improve my confidence to achieve my goals

■ Identify my competencies to become more
employable

■ Help me get to the TOP of my career.

security-institute.org

Our CPD Toolkit is open to members and 
non-members to use and is an essential way to 
track what you learn about security and management 
over the course of a year; giving participants a 
competitive edge over other practitioners, enhancing 
confidence and competence. We challenge you to 
achieve a minimum of 36 points each year. 
Go to ww.security-institute.org/cpd and 
download the CPD Toolkit to begin! 

The members-only CPD Mobile App is another 
free-to-use method of keeping up to date with your 
annual CPD activity – you can download it from the 
Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

CPD is compulsory for Chartered Security 
Professionals (CSyP) and Security Institute Fellows 
(FSyI) – and having at least two years of completed 
CPD is essential for any Security Institute member 
who wants to upgrade to Fellowship level. 

All sorts of development activities are recognised, 
including events run by our CPD partners, which 
score double points. Look out for our CPD logo:

THE SECURITY INSTITUTE
1 The Courtyard, Caldecote,
Warks, CV10 0AS
024 7634 6464
info@security-institute.org
www.security-institute.org

WHAT IS CPD?

Virtually anything you do 
that results in you learning 
more about security and/or 
management will count for 
the CPD scheme. 

What works for you will inevitably be different to
other members. We understand the varied
activities undertaken by everyone, and
therefore recognise a diverse range of activity, 
which is grouped into:

■ FORMAL learning, including member 
events, seminars, conferences, courses and 

 qualifications, all of which can be provided by
the Security Institute or other organisations. 
Organisations tend to offer formal CPD.

WHAT COUNTS AS CPD ACTIVITY? 

The Register of Chartered Security 
Professionals is a qualification recognising
personal ability and competence which allows
confidence in the highest standards of service. 

Admittance to the Register demonstrates to 
clients, employers, peers and the public an
ability to deliver quality results, compliance 
with a Code of Conduct, a professional 
Disciplinary Code and a commitment to
Continual Professional Development.

Visit www.charteredsecurityprofessional.org
for more details and to apply

WHY BECOME CHARTERED?

■ Independent verification of your  
competence

■ Prove your ability to deliver quality results

■ Confirm you are at the top of your game

■ Show commitment to Continual  
Professional Development

■ Lead by example. 

WHO CAN APPLY? 

Chartered Security Professionals must be
of undisputed integrity and have a high level of
expertise, operating at a strategic level,
or the senior end of the operational level of
security practice.

REGISTER OF
CHARTERED SECURITY
PROFESSIONALS
RECOGNISING THE DIFFERENCE 

The CPD Scheme cycle runs from 1st January
to 31st December each year (pro-rata for 
those joining the scheme part way through the 
year). Once you reach 36 points, be sure to
submit your CPD Toolkit, where it will be verified 
and you will receive a Certificate of Completion.

Each year you start a new spreadsheet designed
especially for that year.

HOW DOES CPD WORK?

y p

■ INFORMAL learning, such as committee 
work, writing presentations, papers,  

 mentoring, research etc. often aimed at 
educating or supporting the development 
of others.

There are lots of ideas of what counts as CPD 
Activity within our Toolkit. 
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The Women in Security 
Awards 2020: 
Security Institute members 
amongst those recognised
The Women in Security 2020 Awards by Professional Security magazine, now in its ninth year, were held 
virtually on February 9th, streaming live via YouTube from the Belfry, Birmingham. 

Roy Cooper ASyI hosted the virtual event, with all nominees and presenters video calling in remotely. 
The awards were read out by Una Riley FSyI, the founder of the awards.

We would like to congratulate all the remarkable professionals that were nominated and won for their 
respective categories.

A big congratulations  to Ally Isom-Leonard MSyI for winning in the Security Manager Category, and our 
Inclusive Security SIG  (ISSIG) Co-Chair Lisa Reilly for winning for ‘Contribution to the Industry’.

Speaking on her win Ally said:

‘Now that I have had a bit of time to sit back and take it in - I’m so honoured and humbled to have been 
presented with the award. Looking back at the candidates of my fellow finalists and also past recipients 
and their calibre - to be deemed part of that class is a privilege. We are our own worst enemies and 
critics at times and for me to be validated by industry experts with the award and congratulated by 
industry peers with comments such as “well deserved” and “well overdue” it makes those long hours, 
late night and weekend workings for the past 18 years well worth it.



The Security Institute has been a long-time 
sponsor of the awards, and our Chief Executive 
Rick Mounfield CSyP FSyI video called into the 
ceremony.

In addition, Yasmeen Stratton ASyI also spoke, as 
this year’s Master of the Worshipful Company of 
Security Professionals (WCoSP), this year’s industry 
association host

The full list of winners were as follows:
• Ally Isom-Leonard MSyI, of guarding firm Allied 

Universal (Europe) (security manager);
• Lisa Reilly, of the Global Interagency Security 

Forum (GISF), an NGO peer support network 
(contribution to industry);

• Angela Bennett, of the Belfast-based installer Diamond Systems (business manager);
• Elaine Moran, of manufacturer Hanwha Techwin (technical); and
• Gemma Myring, of security contractor OCS Group UK (front line).

All winners can claim 1 CPD point for winning an industry award.

Nominations are now open for the 2021 awards, for those women who contribute to the wider world 
of security, going above and beyond; visit https://www.professionalsecurity.co.uk/wis/. 

You can earn 1 CPD point for nominating someone for one of the awards.

Restrictions permitting, the awards night will be in-person again in London, in September 2021. The 
2020 Awards were originally scheduled for September 2020, but had to be rescheduled due to the 
changing circumstances surrounding the Covid-19 pandemic. 
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Outstanding Security 

Performance Awards UK 
Celebrate Excellence

On February 25th, the 2021 UK’s Outstanding 
Security Performance Awards were held online. 
The sixteen OSPA awards presented recognise 
companies, individuals, teams, products 
and initiatives that have made a significant 
impact and have demonstrated outstanding 
performance at the highest level within the 
sector.

Speaking on the awards, the OSPAs Founder Professor Martin Gill CSyP FSyI stated:
‘The OSPAs are growing year on year and really have become the ultimate accolade for 
everyone working in security, whether a buyer or supplier. I would like to thank everyone who 
entered for making this a bumper year. With such stiff competition, I can honestly say that 
every finalist is a winner.’

Congratulations to all the finalists and winners!

A special congratulations to Allan Burnett FSyI, Corin Dennison MSyI, Nathan Quinn ASyI, Tom 
Tahany ASyI and Lee Vincent MSyI for being listed as finalists in their respective categories, as 
well as our Corporate Partners Blackstone Consultancy, Gallagher, Next and SelectaMark.



The history of aviation is now 116 years old. The first radio 
transmissions took place when the Wright brothers made their 
first flight attempts. The first unmanned flights were tried a few 
years later and reached military-level heights at the end of the 
20th century with the General Atomics MQ-1 Predator.

In recent years, autonomous drones have begun to transform 
various commercial industries as they can fly beyond visual line 
of sight (BVLOS) while maximising production, reducing costs and 
risks, ensuring site safety, security and regulatory compliance, and 
protecting the human workforce in times of a pandemic. Generally, 
most military and aviation authorities call unmanned aerial vehicles 
“Remotely Piloted Aircraft” (RPAs) to stress that they fly under the 
direct control of human operators.

It is also important to recognise that the term autonomous drone 
and unmanned autonomous vehicles (UAVs) are often improperly 
used interchangeably. This could stem from the fact that many UAVs 
are automated, meaning they carry out automated missions but still 
rely on human operatives. However, an autonomous drone is a UAV 
that can operate without any human intervention.  In other words, 
an autonomous drone takes off, carries out a variety of missions, 
and then lands completely autonomously. Several nations around 
the globe have a more stringent definition of an autonomous drone, 
for example, the United Kingdom defines autonomous drones as 
machines that are capable of understanding a higher level of intent 
and direction. 

As autonomous drones are not piloted by humans, they do require 
a ground control system, or communications management software. 
Both play a major role in their operations, therefore they are 
considered as part of an unmanned aerial system (UAS). In addition 
to the software, autonomous drones also employ a host of advanced 
technologies that allow them to carry out their missions, such as 
cloud computing, computer vision, artificial intelligence, machine 
learning, deep learning, thermal sensors, optics and a variety of other 
payloads such as speakers, lasers, lights and acoustic microphones.   
Compared to crewed aircraft, UAVs were originally used for missions 
too “dirty, dull or dangerous” for humans. While drones originated 
mostly in military applications, their use is rapidly finding many more 
commercial applications including security and surveillance, policing, 
first responder, agriculture, infrastructure inspections, to name but a 
few.

The Rise of Autonomous Drones: The Rise of Autonomous Drones: 

Intelligible IntelligenceIntelligible Intelligence
By Philip O’Sullivan MSyI
Chief Security Officer at Black TierTM
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It is evident that human operators can be assisted by autonomous machines limited in time and 
space – but where are limitations required? As with any legal question concerning autonomous 
drones, the answer is bound to be circumstantial. If the environment is densely populated (such as 
urban areas) the limitations must necessarily be tighter than in less populated areas (such as on the 
high seas, under water, remote or rural areas). Autonomous flight in confined spaces presents great 
technical and scientific challenges owing to the energetic cost of staying airborne and to the intelligible 
intelligence required to negotiate complex environments. 

The prospects of autonomous drone technologies are endless, whether it be flying drones, 
underwater vehicles or other systems like robotic dogs, all of which clearly bring new opportunities 
for industries. Conversely, we also need to recognise the relevance of ethics in debates on robots 
and machines, compliance with the law, and adherence to the rules and regulations, all of which are 
central to any political policymaking, including the development and use of autonomous drones. 
Although ethics and law often overlap, there are important ethical issues at stake, particularly in the 
case of emerging Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies, that are not properly addressed by current 
law. 

Autonomous drones with AI software techniques such as deep lookahead search and stochastic 
optimization utilize huge neural networks to fit mammoth datasets, can often result in complex 
behaviour that is difficult for society to understand. Nevertheless, many organizations are deploying AI 
algorithms in many mission-critical settings. In order to trust their behaviour, the industry must make 
it intelligible, either by using inherently interpretable models or by developing processes for explaining 
otherwise. Autonomous drones with AI are able to process more incoming sensory information than 
humans making room for more well-informed decisions, including judgments of intelligence that 
would not be clouded by emotions such as fear and rage.

There are a few autonomous drone companies operating today that are leading the way with their 
Drone in a Box solutions, that are either tethered, untethered or drop tethered. Quite simply, the 
autonomous drone self deploys to carry out pre-programmed missions then returns to a self-
contained landing box that also functions as the drone’s charging base. Autonomous drones can 
also be integrated with Perimeter Intrusion Detection Systems (PIDS), such as smart fencing and 
underground seismic sensors that trigger the drone to deploy autonomously to respond to a breach 
threat, enabling tracking through video analytics of people and vehicles. 



With the ever-increasing prospect of decisions being taken by 
machines not under the direct control of humans, autonomous 
drones need to be taken seriously. Over the past several years 
we have seen rapid development in the field of drone technology, 
with an ever-increasing degree of autonomy. Organizations 
see the new opportunities along with the benefits of using 
autonomous drones especially during the 2020 pandemic, 
drones do not get sick, tired, need feeding and are Covid resilient, 
other benefits include quicker response times, mitigating risk, 
and ultimately far more cost effective than traditional methods. 
However, others consider the development and use of such 
technology as inherently immoral. 

In the case of flying aircraft, we have learned that there are long 
lead times in educating pilots and operators.  It is important to 
note that creating the infrastructure and educating ground crew 
for operating drones is no cheaper or easier than it is to educate 
aircrew. However, once in place, the drone crew and operation 
centres would be able to operate large numbers of drones. It 
is inevitable that autonomous drone technologies will become 
widespread – this will depend on the situation, the need of 
countries or states and whether aviation authorities can keep up. 
It is difficult to predict the future but the technological potential 
of autonomous drones are already being tried, tested and 
continually developed. To what extent will they become important 
technologies will depend on what the needs of nations will be, 
which in turn will be determined by the future security situation. It 
would be better to develop a legal and ethical framework before 
we come to such a position.

It becomes clear that we are witnessing the advent of a new 
era of machines that can autonomously fly in natural and man-
made environments. These robots, frequently associated with 
defence applications, are having a major impact on civilian duties, 
including environment preservation, agriculture, transportation, 
communication, security and even disaster mitigation. Although 
autonomous drone technology is still very much in its infancy, 
it is apparent that evolving autonomous drones around 
reconnaissance and surveillance is all about to change. For 
example, the observation of activities, infrastructure, people and 
behaviours, for the purpose of influencing, managing or protecting 
will no doubt create change. Nevertheless, implementing change 
when regulating any risk in one area may see a paradigm shift 
behaviour compensating for another, such as the reduction in 
security personnel or physical and technical security measures.

Further analysis and evaluation of autonomous drone technology 
in the security and risk management sphere should set out to 
build upon existing regulation and legislation and provide a clear 
insight into individual, business and governmental perspectives, 
as well as their awareness and attitudes in relation to it, while 
offering suggestions and recommendations to influence a safer 
society. 

It is clear to see that autonomous drones will become prevalent. 
Technologies are becoming available and are maturing at an 
incredible rate, therefore, the continued debate around difficult 
discussions on legal and ethical challenges should be dealt with 
sooner, rather than later.

Find out more here: www.blacktiergroup.com
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Corporate  Social Responsibility
Our ‘Secure Futures’ 

Programme Officially Starts 
with Inaugural Co-Hort 

On February 15th, the inaugural ‘Secure Futures’ 
programme commenced digitally. The employability 
programme which has been launched by the 
Security Institute and the EY Foundation, saw 
27 young people from low income backgrounds 
take part in a week’s worth of paid virtual work 
experience that had been tailored specifically to the 
security sector.

The Secure Futures programme has been launched 
by the Security Institute and the EY Foundation, with 
the support of several sponsors, as part of our ‘Next 
Generation in Security’ initiative. The programme 
has been launched to help improve the life chances 
of young people from low-income backgrounds, 
helping them develop their skills and showcase 
the breadth of opportunities available within the 
security sector.

This week was the first of two virtual experiences 
weeks that the young people will undertake, which 
will then be followed by 10-months of mentoring 
from volunteer security professionals and a year’s 
free membership to the Security Institute to help 
support their professional development as they 
start their careers.

During the week the young people take part in 
several sessions designed to develop their core 
transferable skills, which focused on skills such 
as communication and leadership to name a few. 
Several senior security professionals from across 
the sector joined the group, to share their insights 
within the security sector and answer any questions. 
The wide variety of speakers that volunteered their 
time to the programme helped inspire the young 
people and highlighted the wide range of jobs that 
are available within the sector.

Speaking on her experience on the programme on 
one of the young people Dina said:

‘I came into the programme blind, I didn’t know 
there were so many roles within the security 
sector. Finding out from different people sharing 

their insights and experiences has made me more 
interested in security, for example I didn’t know 
before the programme that there was a wide variety 
of cyber security jobs out there. 

I didn’t have any idea what the sector was like, 
but now I see that it is open to anyone and there 
is a variety of things you can do. After one of the 
speakers came in, I am now interested in the 
role of a Malware Analyst and have started doing 
some of my own further research outside of the 
programme.’

The young people then also took part in a Dragon’s 
Den style challenge at the end of the week, drawing 
on all that they had learnt on the programme so 
far. Judged by an esteemed panel including Michelle 
Russell (Acting Chief Executive, Security Industry 
Authority), Rick Mounfield CSyP FSyI (Chief Executive, 
The Security Institute), Alison Jackson (Managing 
Director, Nineteen Group), Mark Tucknutt MSyI 
(Security Consultant), Yoni Alon and Thomas Crewe. 

The young people were challenged to develop a 
mobile app that would help attract other young 
people their age to a career in security, and help 
raise awareness about the security challenges 
that we all collectively face. The ideas varied from 
gamifying students learning pathways to find 
out about security careers to using GPS to raise 
awareness about local issues related to security. 
The winners of the Dragon’s Den Challenge will 
be announced at the co-hort’s virtual graduation 
ceremony on April 9th.

Speaking on his personal highlights and what he 
will take away from the first week one of the young 
people Ifaz said:

‘I have learnt quite a lot, such as the different 
pathways that are available to get into the sector. 
It was very inspiring speaking to senior security 
professionals, as young people we don’t really get 
the opportunity to speak to people in high positions 
very often. It was great to have them share their 
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experiences and wisdom, we see a lot of the good 
work they as security professionals do around us 
but rarely see all the hard work and effort that goes 
behind it. After this week I want to research more to 
find out which sector I want to go into.’

Following on from this first week, the young people 
will take part in their second week of virtual work 
experience during April. This second week will 
provide a further in-depth insight into physical, 
personnel and cyber security. Leading up to this 
week the young people have also been invited to a 
number of exclusive industry events, and will remain 
in contact with their professional mentor.

Speaking on the success of the programme so far, 
the Institute’s Director responsible for the Next 
Generation in Security initiative, Paul Barnard CSyP 
MSyI said:

‘Planning of the Secure Futures programme pre-
dates the current pandemic, but we believed it is 
now more important than ever for this opportunity 
to be available to young people from low-income 
backgrounds and the success of this first week has 
proved that. 

This first week has highlighted the invaluable 
contributions that young people can make to 
the security sector, their fresh perspective and 
knowledge around different issues will help us 
tackle the challenges we face with innovative 
solutions. We need to embrace the next generation, 
and the Secure Futures programme is helping lead 
the way for the whole sector.’

The first week was facilitated by the EY Foundation’s 
expert Programme Delivery Team, which included 
Nia Lonergan and Anita Chouhan. This is the 
Foundation’s first multi-employer programme, and 
speaking on the success of the week Anita said:

‘It has been a truly inspiring week, and it has been 
fantastic seeing our young people get passionate 
about the world of security. We’ve never had a 
multi-employer programme before, so this has 
been a ground-breaking programme for us. The 
enthusiasm and expertise of the volunteer speakers 
has been keenly felt by everyone, and the support 
that the programme has received from across the 
sector has been remarkable.’

The scheme has only been made possible by our 
other sponsors include: CIS Security, The City 
of London Crime Prevention Association, ICTS, 
Nineteen Group (representing the International 
Security Expo and the Security Event), SASIG, SIA, 
The Walt Disney Company Global Security EMEA, 
Ward Security, Wilson James and the Worshipful 
Company of Security Professionals.



Corporate  Social Responsibility
The Inclusive Security SIG 
Developments:
 Launch #OurSecurity Campaign 
and Event for International 
Women’s Day
Launching in 2020, the Inclusive Security SIG  (ISSIG) has 
spearheaded the Institute’s efforts to champion inclusivity within 
the sector and has helped ensure that inclusivity has remained a 
high priority for the wider security community.

Under the leadership of Anna-Liisa Tampuu ASyI and Lisa Reilly, 
the ISSIG has established a core group of passionate security 
professionals that are helping drive forward key initiatives and 
projects. Currently, the SIG is working on two main projects: 
the #OurSecurity social media campaign and the International 
Women’s Day Virtual Event on March 8th.

#OurSecurity Social Media Campaign
The ISSIG recognises the importance of raising awareness of their work and objectives to both the 
Institute membership as well as the wider security sector, and has launched the ‘#OurSecurity’ 
campaign on the Institute’s social media channels.

The idea behind the campaign is to highlight the diversity 
that exists within the sector, diversity in both the people 
that work in security as well as the diversity of roles that 
exist under the wide umbrella term that is a security. Each 
post within the campaign includes a profile on a security 
professional that has volunteered to share their story - 
exploring how they got into their security career, what their 
role involves and why they believe creating and sustaining an 
inclusive community for security professionals is imperative.

It is hoped that this campaign will help promote the 
importance of inclusion within the security sector, and will 
help those that aren’t working within the world of security 
see that there are opportunities for them regardless of their 
gender, race, sexual orientation, gender identity, educational 
background or skillset.

Many of the ISSIG members have stepped forward to share 
their experiences through the campaign, and the ISSIG also 
asked the other Institute SIGs to get involved to help ensure 
that the diversity of roles within the sector was represented. 
You can read some of the #OurSecurity Campaign 
contributions opposite.

Thank you to all those that participated in the campaign, you 
can claim 1 CPD for contributing.
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International Women’s Day Virtual Event
On International Women’s Day 2021, we want to spotlight some of the key equality, diversity and 
inclusion [EDI] issues that are impacting women’s ability to thrive, work safely and effectively, 
particularly in the current global context and in the security sector.

We often consider and place the context of discrimination, harassment and bullying  to within the 
workplace. But what about when the workplace has become our home and the borderless virtual 
world we are now in? The shift to virtual working is likely to remain, to a certain extent, even when the 
restrictions forced by the pandemic  are gone, as many now see the benefits virtual working has to 
offer. However, what existing and new negative cultures and behaviours  have increased or spilled 
over into our homes and onto our social media. Are we emboldening unacceptable behaviour, and are 
we equipped with a changed narrative and tools to support inclusive security?

We will be looking with a fresh lens, honesty and perspective at the real issues and case studies faced 
in the current working environment, and when virtual workspaces are not #safespaces aligning to an 
inclusive  #OurSecurity. Bringing together an esteemed panel of  positive leaders and role models in 
EDI and security professionals from many different sectors and across the world, including:

• Dame Lynne Owens Director General of the National Crime Agency;
• Simon Gallow UN Women UK;
• Philip Ingram MBE former Colonel in the British Army for Military Intelligence;
• Dianne Allen OBE Veteran, and author of Forewarned;
• Alex Fazel Chief Partnerships Officer at Swissborg a highly inclusive and diverse business
• Pollyanna Lenkic author of Women & Success and builds high performance cultures programmes;
• Professor Lisa Short digital technology analyst, strategist and design ecosystem thinker and global 

advocate for women in business, cyber and tech.
• Dr Leigh Gassner  a previous Assistant Commissioner for Victoria Police [Australia] and working 

in China and South Africa on family violence and violence against women legislative and system 
reform. 

 
Book to join us here: https://event.bookitbee.com/31453/080321-webinar-international-womens-day-
2021-a-nar

#OurSecurity: Our Stories

Tara Arther, Projects and Membership Officer 

I am the Projects and Membership Officer based in North America for 
the Global Interagency Security Forum. The Global Interagency Security 
Forum (formerly EISF) is a member-led NGO forum that drives change 
through our global network of over 100 member organisations. We 
influence good security risk management practices that work for the whole 
humanitarian sector, improving the security of aid workers and operations 
for sustainable access. 

I think to see more opportunities in the sector, we have to continue to 
work on broadening the perceptions of what the security sector is and 
what it looks like. We also should continue highlighting the array of career 
paths that can exist within the sector. For example, as a black female 
American woman, I have not come across many who not only work in my 
specific focus area, but in the wider security industry, compared to other 
men or women counterparts. For the security sector to continue to grow 
and meet needs, we need to continue to make even more investments 
in—inclusivity. This is one of the reasons I am appreciative and pleased to 
be part of the work that the Security Institute Inclusive Security SIG is doing 
to help expand awareness and opportunities for a more inclusive security 
sector. 
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Corporate  Social Responsibility
Creating a Culture in our Creating a Culture in our 

Sector Where Everyone Can ThriveSector Where Everyone Can Thrive
By Satia Rai MSyI

We’re all aware of just how big the security 
industry is. We’re over half a million strong 
and contribute £7billion annually to the British 
economy. Put that into perspective, we have more 
people than the armed forces and emergency 
services combined and have a bigger economic 
value than a small country. Only a brief internet 
search can bring up row after row of statistics 
that show our value.

From protecting us from hackers to keeping 
entertainment venues safe and secure, our 
people, often unseen or unheard, play an 
important role in everyone’s lives. They consist 
of people of every identity, characteristic and 
background.

Yet when we ask someone what a security sector 
employee looks like… they’ll invariably say: a 
heterosexual white man.

Organisations like the National Black Police 
Association, or the taking part in pride parades 
of soldiers, sailors and airmen show just how far 
our colleagues, in similar industries, have come in 
building an inclusive culture, in which free self-
expression is built into their workplace culture. 

When you look at our own industry however, we 
pale in comparison. We can’t even get ballpark 
figures as to how many Women, LGBTQ or Ethnic 
Minorities actually work in our sector. Somethings 
got to change, otherwise we risk being left behind 
by history, becoming an industry that fails to 
appeal to some of the brightest and best talent.

To start I’ll admit, I have a vested interest in this, 
for a woman of colour who is LGBTQ, the more 
inclusive the workplace, the easier my life will be. 
I’ve worked in the sector for nearly 25 years and 
I understand what it means for an individual to 
minimize or hide aspects of their true self in the 
workplace for fear of not being fully embraced. In 
my early years as a professional, 

I personally faced similar challenges in the 
workplace. But my journey has given me the 
courage to not only be myself, but to share my 
experiences and passion for advocacy to help 
organisations and individuals contribute to their 
fullest potential. 

It’s the year 2021, we live and work the UK, one 
of the most inclusive and open-minded countries 
on the planet. Yet people are suffering in our 
industry because of our un-inclusive culture and 
it’s got to change, fast.

An inclusive culture begins when we recognise 
difference and not just accept it but embrace it. 
We need to see the world from other people’s 
perspectives and really think about what we can 
do to make changes for the better.

This can be really small things personal like 
checking the language we use when talking with 
others, offering different types of social event that 
are not always ‘down the pub’ or taking an active 
interest in our colleagues of differing identities 
lives. 
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It can also take the form of big policy and workplace changes like blind cv recruitment, unconscious 
bias training, flexible parental leave or creating workplace advocacy groups. There’s plenty we can be 
doing to bring about the active change we need.

Unless we wholeheartedly embrace diversity and inclusivity, the best-case scenario we can look 
forward to for the future of our industry is stagnation. Why would anyone want to work in an industry 
if they do not feel valued? At the same time why would we as an industry want to restrict our potential 
resource pool to only certain people with certain characteristics or backgrounds. It doesn’t make 
sense - either ethically or financially.

The jobs market has never been as flexible and open as it is today. Careers for life are no longer the 
norm. Retraining has never been easier and with transferable skills, industry hopping is common. The 
grave risks we face are losing existing employees who simply don’t feel valued because of who they 
are and failure to attract the next generation of people who will lead us forward into future success. 
We have to act now to stop this in its tracks.

There’s an old phrase that says ‘nothing changes if nothing changes’ and that is so true when it 
comes to the security industry workplace. When we lack differing perspectives, when we fail to listen 
to different points of view, we only get the same responses. A truly inclusive culture is one which 
recognises that the lived experiences of others can bring something different and new to the table. It 
is one that not only actively looks for this type of input but also fully embraces it.

This is as true as for the casual chat around the canteen table as it is for the most serious of high-level 
board room discussions. Remember, innovation is built on different perspectives, of different people 
tackling the same problem with different approaches. The pace of change in the world is only getting 
faster, without the diversity of thought brought by those of different lived experiences, we’re going into 
it already at a huge disadvantage.

As the world moves forwards, it’s slowly becoming a more diverse and inclusive place. We now have 
the opportunity to move forward with it. Through small changes in behaviour and improved workplace 
policies and practices, we can join the march of progress and truly create a culture in the security 
industry in which everyone, regardless of their background or identity can be themselves and thrive.

The Security Institute’s Inclusive Security Special Interest Group (ISSIG) are leading the much-needed 
change in the sector. The ISSIG aim is to explore and understand how engagement with all groups of 
society will pave the way for innovation, and how an inclusive security culture could lead to enhanced 
practices in the broader field of security. If you interested in learning more about the ISSIG visit the 
Security Institute website.



Corporate  Social Responsibility

In 

The latest figures from the Office of National Statistics (2020), 
750,000 16-to-24-year-olds are claiming Universal Credit. This 
highlights the large numbers of young people being severely 
financially impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic and unable to 
find work. 

To support young people looking for work during this 
difficult time the UK Government has launched the ‘Kickstart’ 
Scheme, with £2bn worth of funding being made available to 
employers. Through the Kickstart Scheme, the Government 
will provide funding for employers to offer work to young 
people on Universal Credit. The Kickstart Scheme is also a 
fantastic initiative for businesses to embrace young talent, and 
will benefit the wider security sector by showcasing the wide range 
of opportunities that security has to offer as a growth sector 

What funding is available through the Kickstart Scheme?
The government funding available through the Kickstart Scheme will finance 6-month work 
placements for young people. Employers will be paid 100% of the National Minimum Wage for 25 
hours of work a week, plus National Insurance and Auto Enrollment Pension contributions. There is 
also the option for employers to pay for additional hours, helping the scheme best benefits the needs 
of a specific organisation. 

Also, there is a £1,500 grant per job placement available to help employers pay for that setup, support 
and training costs that may be incurred when inducting a new employee. 

After this 6-month placement, the employer can offer permanent employment to the young person 
or let them find other opportunities elsewhere with additional experience now on their CV to support 
future applications. 

How can Security Employers get involved?
Businesses can now apply to join the scheme directly, regardless of the number of job placements 
they are offering (from 3rd February).

After much consideration, The Security Institute has now decided that is no longer necessary to act 
as a Gateway Provider given the scheme’s changes on 3rd February. We still believe this is a fantastic 
opportunity for the security sector to attract young talent and as such will continue to support and 
promote the scheme as part of our #NextGen initiative.

The Kickstart Scheme: 
Helping security employers 

access funding to hire young 
people
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In order to improve standards and help build a strong 
foundation for the sector’s success in the future, the 
Security Institute recognises that the sector must 
attract and welcome the diverse talent amongst young 
people in the UK. The Institute has spearheaded 
several projects to support young people entering 
the sector under the ‘Next Generation in Security’ 
initiative, which the Kickstart Scheme can build on.

It is hoped that the Kickstart Scheme will help 
introduce more talented young people to the world 
of security, and open the doors to a whole range of 
opportunities for them that are available within the 
sector. Young people’s fresh perspective will help 
the sector better tackle a wide variety of different 
challenges faced by security professionals, and will 
ensure that we are best equipped to meet the security 
threats of the future. 

Many young people may not have even considered 
a role within security, there are a wide spectrum of 
roles that fall under the security umbrella and lots of 
potential opportunities for young people to establish 
a successful career regardless of their skillset or 
interests. It is hoped that by employers within the 
security industry participating in the Kickstart Scheme, 
more young people will see how fulfilling a career in 
security can be.

Speaking on the Kickstart Scheme and its importance 
for the security industry, the Security Institute’s Chief 
Executive, Rick Mounfield CSyP FSyI stated:

‘The challenges faced by the security sector continue 
to evolve and magnify, as such it is imperative that 
we seek to attract more talented young people to the 
world of security. The Kickstart Scheme has presented 
a fantastic opportunity for us to do this, with full 
financial support of the UK Government.  As a growth 
sector with various skills gaps, the security industry 
can provide an array of interesting and fulfilling roles 
for young people.’

For more information
Visit: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/
kickstart-scheme



Education  and Learning

A Learner’s Experience -
BTEC LEVEL 5 Diploma in 

Security Management 

After working for her security company for ten years, Sian Doherty MSyI was recently 
promoted to full time Operations Director this summer, and with that promotion came a 
drive to expand her knowledge base outside of her remit. Enter: The Security Institute BTEC 
Level 5 Diploma in Security Management, delivered by PerpetuityARC Training. It had the 
key elements Sian was looking for: a recognisable qualification, flexibility, career progression 
opportunities, plus the all-important knowledge expansion.

She says: ‘I looked into various training options as I wanted something that would open 
doors for career progression whilst broadening my knowledge. I had previously done a year 
of CPD training with The Security Institute then saw the courses they were running on the 
website with PerpetuityARC Training.’ Opting for the BTEC Level 5 Diploma, she soon started 
her learning journey.

Initially, Sian found the course 
challenging having not written 
an academic essay for a number 
of years. But, within the very first 
module, she found herself taking 
a real-life scenario from her job 
role and applying it to her learning 
assignment: ‘I was able to apply my 
working knowledge to my studies 
almost immediately, and then 
consistently throughout, which really 
assisted with my understanding 
of the topic.’ With many students 
concerned about knowledge 
application on a training course, 
the modernism and flexibility of the 
Diploma means this isn’t a problem 
for its learners.

As any student will tell you, all 
academic courses come with wider 
academic reading and research, 
but for Sian this was not a problem. 
‘It was nice to read journals and 
academic literature, even trade 
magazines. It exposed me to 
different knowledge pools and areas 
of literature I might not otherwise 
have engaged with. So the course 
was doing exactly what I wanted it to 
do: broadening my knowledge base.’



Whilst the Diploma brought about its personal 
challenges, learning such an in-depth topic 
during a pandemic brought professional ones 
too, but Sian wasn’t deterred: ‘I competed 
this Diploma in the pandemic. Our company 
couldn’t stop working, if anything, our workload 
increased. So the flexibility this course offered 
was vital. When I needed an extension on my 
assignments for example, it was possible, and 
it really helped me to manage my different 
workloads.’

She also highlights the level of support 
received, especially for those who are 
concerned about academic writing: ‘There are 
guides as part of the course and the feedback 
from the first assignments will help how you 
shape the others.’ She adds: ‘No-one has 
academic experience until they give it a go. 
There are different means of support you can 
turn to if you need it.’

Despite these challenges and the added 
responsibility that a more senior role brings, 
Sian was still able to complete the entire 
course within a year, working steadily towards 
the prescribed deadlines. ‘Time management is 
really key’, she says, ‘be flexible in your working 
– do a bit every week – or dedicate time for 
each module around your work commitments. 
Find whatever works for you.’

Overall it’s been a positive learning experience 
for her and the value of having a formal 
accreditation is already shaping her role: ‘It’s 
definitely helped short term in my current role. 
In the long term I can see myself doing more 
qualifications. The Security Institute is highly 
respected. Having this qualification under my 
belt puts me in good stead in the industry.’

Her finals words of advice? ‘Enjoy the course’, 
she says: ‘Studying can sometimes be tough 
but actually it’s enjoyable, especially if you can 
relate it to your role or career development.

For more information on our courses 
delievered by PerpetuityARC, head to the 
website: https://www.perpetuityarc.com/syi/

BTEC Level 5
Diploma in Security 
Management

This course provides learners with a 
broad understanding of how security 
theory works with best practice to 
form successful security initiatives in 
the workplace. 

Duration
12 months

Core Modules• Understanding Security• Threats to Security• Risk Management• The Legal System• Management

Eligibility Criteria
The course is open to all those who 
operate within the private and public 
security sectors and have: a minimum 
of 3 years security management 
experience or 3 years in the armed 
forces in a supervisory role or have 
successfully completed the Security 
Institute Certificate in Security 
Management.
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Education  and Learning

We have partnered with PerpetuityARC Training and Tavcom 
Training both industry leaders for security training, to 
offer a range of professional Online Training Courses with 
engaging content that is relevant and beneficial for security 
professionals.

Types of courses available

Our range of Online Training Courses include both 
accredited qualifications and bitesize courses.

The variety of accredited courses available provide formal, 
internationally-recognised qualifications including BTEC Level 4 
and SFJ Level 4 qualifications.

You can also choose bitesize courses, which are designed to give you quick, relevant information at a 
high level to improve your skills and remain up-to-date with the latest security sector developments.

You can see some of the courses available opposite, or to see the full range and book visit: 
https://perpetuityarcsyi.learnupon.com/
 

Working around your needs
 
All of the courses, whether they be accredited or bitesize, are easy-to-use and specifically designed 
to support the professional development of security professionals. The current and relevant content 
helps ensure that you are able to meet the demands of the industry and are up-to-date on all the 
latest developments. 
 
All of the  courses are flexible, allowing you to complete the content as and when you want, around 
any other commitments.

Supporting your Professional Development

Taking the time to complete one of these courses is a significant contribution to your continual 
professional development (CPD). As such, you earn 1 CPD point for every hour of learning whilst 
completing one of the Security Institute’s online training courses, and will be issued with a certificate 
to support any future CPD submissions.

In addition, for the BTEC Level 4 and SFJ Level 4 accredited courses offered by PerpetuityARC Training, 
you will earn a further 4 CPD points for earning the qualification.

You can find out more about our CPD Scheme here: https://security-institute.org/cpd/

New Range of Online 
Training Courses:
Professional Development 
at your fingertips
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What courses are available?
There are currently 20  courses available, ranging from courses on Procuring & Managing Security 
Contract, to Protection Against Explosive Devices and Video Surveillance Systems to name a few. You 
can see the full range of courses here: https://perpetuityarcsyi.learnupon.com/

Members of the Security Institute can enjoy a 10% discount on Online Training 
Courses that we are offering with PerpetuityARC Training and Tavcom Training.

Please email ben@security-institute.org for details. 

Buildings Security Course

This essential bitesize programme establishes the purpose of 
building security, the range of technologies available, and the core 
principles involved in designing, developing and improving a security 
system that protects those within it. 

See more here: https://perpetuityarcsyi.learnupon.com/
store/892453-building-security

Risk, Crisis and Disaster Management BTEC Level 4

This accredited course will provide a broad spectrum of knowledge 
relating to risk, crisis and disaster management within organisations, 
including the composition and operation of the Crisis Management 
Team

See more here: https://perpetuityarcsyi.learnupon.com/
store/890590-risk-crisis-and-disaster-management-btec-level-4

Managing Retail Security IQ Level 4

This course provides critical insights into retail security and examines 
the key techniques involved in identifying and managing loss, as well 
as the essential security management knowledge and skills needed 
to work within the retail sector.

See more here: https://perpetuityarcsyi.learnupon.com/
store/890941-managing-retail-security-sfj-level-4
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‘Being There’ Online 
Training Course: Equipping 

Professionals with Basic 
Emotional First Aid

If the Covid-19 global pandemic has taught us 
anything, it is that none of us are immune from 
emotional stress or anxiety. It can and does take 
us by surprise! We reach out to a friend or even a 
work colleague and they feel helpless. It is evident 
that they would like to offer support but faced with 
a lack of experience they feel paralysed, afraid to 
say anything in case they make things worse. Yes, 
they want to help, but they don’t know-how.

Most people have a desire to help people. This 
desire requires the skills to respond appropriately. 
A genuine desire to care requires an investment in 
time to develop the skills necessary to be effective. 
Otherwise it may be just about you! There is an 
emotional component to caring that is not innate 
to helping

The Security Institute is releasing an online training 
programme called ‘Being There’ devised by the 
internationally respected psychologist, Dr Derek 
Smyth. Co-author of the anger management 
programme, Defusing The Bomb, Dr Smyth has 
been delivering highly-sought in-person workshops on human growth and development to 
organisations, institutions and individuals in Europe and the US for many years. 

Highlights:
• ‘Being There’ teaches essential skills when dealing with loved ones or colleagues  who need 

emotional support.
• The course is based on the highly-sought-after in-person workshops that 
• Dr Smyth has been giving internationally to organisations, institutions and individuals.
• The mission of the programme is to equip everyone with basic ‘emotional first-aid’ skills to 

support others in distress without becoming overwhelmed  ourselves.
• Delivered entirely online through video and interactive content, the course is not  reliant on 

in-person training which is particularly useful in our post-COVID lives

You can find the course here: https://security-institute.org/online-training-courses/
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‘The Risk Journey’‘The Risk Journey’

New Online Course MasterclassNew Online Course Masterclass

We are proud to be running our first online Master Class 
Course on ‘The Risk Journey’ on the week commencing March 
15th. The aim of the Masterclass is to offer those attending the 
opportunity to discuss Security Risk Management best 
practice with a range of Subject Matter Experts. This will 
include an overview of the Security Risk Assessment, 
Security Survey and an examination of the concepts of 
Operational Requirements (OR). Essentially, examining 
layered security, often referred to as Defence in Depth 
(DiD).

Hosted over a five-day week, the daily two- hour 
session is delivered to minimise disruption to 
your working day. There will be an opportunity 
for delegates to critically discuss security systems 
design, procurement, and installation, aligned to 
industry best practice, including sessions delivered 
by the Government’s technical authority, The 
Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure 
(CPNI) and industry leaders in physical and 
technical security manufacturing and integration.

The Masterclass is aimed at professionals 
who wish to develop their skills in security risk 
management. A basic understanding of layered 
security and it component parts is essential.

If you are seeking an opportunity to develop 
your personal understanding of risk and the 
operational requirement as well as updating 
your knowledge of current advancements in 
security infrastructure (Video surveillance 
systems, Fencing, IDS, access control and 
integration). You can find the full agenda and 
book your place here: 

https://event.bookitbee.com/31356/15-
190321-online-course-masterclass-the-risk-
journ

SyI & CSyP Members: £50.00
Non-Members: £75.00
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Securing Building EntrancesSecuring Building Entrances
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It’s safe to say COVID-19 has forced the adoption 
of new ways of working. All of us have made huge 
adjustments; some of which felt temporary and 
experimental to begin with, yet have now become 
the norm.

Before COVID-19, offices were typically viewed as 
hubs of productivity, some with large numbers 
of employees and visitors transiting through 
the building on a daily basis. Now with office 
operations, in many cases, scaled-back to only 
essential functions, staffing levels have been 
substantially reduced. With fewer staff on site 
this has left buildings potentially at risk whilst less 
occupied. 

A return to the office is craved by many of us, 
even those of us who have taken remote working 
in our stride. As we return to offices post COVID 
lock-down and previously crowded places 
become busier again, the level of risk will start to 
increase from criminals, including those who are 
prepared to use force to access a facility. 

The requirements of building security face an 
ever changing landscape with possible forced 
entry from a wider range of assailants and 
available tools. Whilst these types of attacks are 
thankfully fairly rare in the UK, organisations still 
have a duty of care to protect their employees 
and members of the public. With forced attacks 
generally planned in advance the implementation 
of robust security measures can act as a strong 
deterrent for those wishing to carry them out. 

The point of entrance is often viewed as the most 
vulnerable part of a building when it comes to 
an attack. As intruders become more willing to 

use force, specifiers are looking for more robust 
ways of protecting people and assets, whilst still 
retaining architectural appeal.

Entrance security will play a huge part in helping 
during this transition and the return to work 
safely. Managing who is coming into a building, 
what area of the building they have access to, as 
well as meeting social distancing guidelines will 
all need to be addressed along with potential 
changes to employees working patterns. 
Entrance security and preventing unauthorised 
access will continue to be a challenge for all UK 
businesses, and will need to remain a priority for 
organisations as more people return to the office. 

Meesons have developed and gained the Security 
Institute’s Approved Training Provider (ATP) 
CPD status for a seminar; Specifying Physical 
Entrance Security. The CPD demonstrates how 
physical entrance security solutions can be used 
effectively to reduce the risk from unauthorised 
access from the perimeter, through to the 
building façade and reception and within internal 
zones.

Meesons are recognised as one of the UK’s 
leading providers of Physical Entrance Security 
Solutions. Their ATP CPD is the first to be 
approved by both the Security Institute and RIBA. 

Meesons’ ‘Specifying Physical Entrance Security’ 
Course: ATP CPD

Meesons’ course ‘Specifying Physical Entrance Security’ is 
one of the first courses approved through our ATP CPD 
Scheme.

To arrange a CPD seminar at your office or online contact 
Meesons at cpd@meesons.com or call 0870 787 7846.
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The Covid pandemic and lockdown measures 
have accelerated what was already a shift toward 
increased automation and remote working.  
Progress in most areas is the result of finding 
better ways of doing things and the security 
sector is no exception.  While onsite night 
watchmen were once commonplace, they were 
largely replaced by mobile patrols and, more 
recently, remote security monitoring.  Interesting 
to imagine which way this trend may turn next 
but, for the meantime, the focus is on not just 
receiving alarms but on analysing the information 
so that false alerts are minimised and a measured 
response provided.  If this can be achieved by 
technology, in the interests of efficiency and 
economy, then so much the better.  
 
And yet, no matter how automated security 
technology becomes, the most essential factor 
remains the human element.  The system 
operator will always remain the most important 
factor, as well as being the most expensive.  The 
performance of the monitoring centre will largely 
depend on the skills and judgment of the person 
operating the system.  While recruitment and 
supervision are both important, without proper 
training, operator performance will be a hit and 
miss affair.  Skills can be acquired in a variety of 
ways but with training at the heart of the process.        

Operational Issues
Operational problems can start to surface once a 
new system goes live if user training has not been 
properly defined and delivered.  And existing 
levels of service can suffer where new personnel 
are brought in and just left to get on with it.  
Knowledge is power but, likewise, the lack of it is 
a serious threat to the effectiveness of security 
and safety monitoring.  Training is recognised as 
an essential component of a technology project, 
with end users expecting these types of critical 
services to be delivered by properly skilled staff. 
In the commercial world, it is important for 
service providers to distinguish the quality of 
their services from their competitors which can 
be achieved by having the right investment in 
resources and capability.

The approach at Bold is to create training 
solutions which meet specific areas – system 
design, operator, admin, specifier, first line 

support, report design and supervisor, for 
example.   Training is also segmented by product 
type.  For example, handling a video alert requires 
a different approach to an unverified intruder 
alarm or lone worker SOS.  Working alongside 
monitoring control rooms of varying scale over 
40 years has provided us with the opportunity to 
identify critical areas and absorb  user feedback 
which, in turn, has enabled us to deliver more 
accurately targeted training. 

What to Consider
Engagement with the steady stream of new 
standards and regulations affecting the 
monitoring sector is necessary, regardless of 
whether a control room is an accredited or not.  
Concerns over data misuse led to the General 
Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) which 
now affects everyone handling any volume of 
data and, more particularly, live and recorded 
video.  False alarms and limited police resources 
generated the need to develop requirements 
for alarm verification processes and filtering of 
information passed to the emergency services.  
These requirements are documented in various 
BS and EN standards, compliance with which 
is generally sought to achieve police response.  
Even where such response is not required, 
managing the volume of data, sifting the valuable 
from the background noise, received by the 
control room is a task requiring specialised 
technical solutions and operational skills.  

 IT infrastructure has also attracted significant 
attention, some it malicious, sadly.  This has 
spawned a whole new industry offering active 
protection against malware as well as obliging 
organisations to develop enforced security 
processes and conduct periodic penetration 
testing.  The proliferation of cloud services has 
added another yet dimension to the complexity 
and range of considerations. 

There has also been evolution in the profile of 
control room staff.  The move from an analogue 
to a digital world, from paper logs to electronic 
databases, has been accompanied by a 
younger generation more comfortable with that 
technology.  An effective system is one in which 
the user is led through a workflow of defined 
tasks but is still allowed to exercise  judgment 

Security Monitoring 
Systems – Training Needs
By Brian Kelly MSyI, Director of Bold Communications Ltd
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when needed.  Informed and balanced judgment, 
a thread which runs continuously through every 
security role, is fundamental to effective risk 
assessment.  

It is also worth reflecting that a well-trained team 
member is more confident, motivated and focused, 
with the knowledge that their organisation invests 
in its people.  Your staff can be your greatest asset 
or worst liability - in a world where user reviews are 
increasingly relied upon, reputation preservation 
can make or break a business.   

The Bold Training Seminar
With all these considerations in mind, Bold has 
developed an introduction training seminar for 
technical and operational practitioners providing 
an overview of remote safety and security 
monitoring.  The Bold seminar is free to attend, 
approved by The Security Institute and is eligible 
for CPD points.  Subjects covered include what 
a monitoring system does, how it can be used, 
the various communications and monitored 
technologies and how high-level integration can 
achieve savings and add value.  Sessions focus on 
new developments in the sector and issues to be 
considered when specifying a system.    

Attendance at the course, which can be run 
at your place of work as a ‘lunch and learn’ 
session, minimises the loss of work time while 
providing direct access to specialists with 
significant backgrounds in the technology.  At the 
conclusion of the seminar, those attending will 
have a greater understanding of how security 
technology, integrated and operated within a 
remote monitoring platform, can make a bigger 
contribution than the sum of its parts.  These 
complimentary seminars, which last for one hour, 
can be arranged at a time and place to suit and are 
aimed at professional practitioners in all security 
sectors.  

Remote monitoring is a rapidly developing sector 
touching nearly all aspects of technical security.  
There is a growing appetite among practitioners for 
increased knowledge and understanding, whether 
they are operating a monitoring control room or 
availing themselves of a monitoring service.  The 
Bold Approved Training Provider seminar provides 
an excellent opportunity to access that knowledge.  
Whether you are new to monitoring operations, 
seeking to update your knowledge and maximise 
the return on your monitoring investment, you 
will find this a practical and valuable learning 
opportunity. 

Bold Communications’ ‘Security Monitoring 
Systems – an Overview’ Course’: ATP CPD

Bold Communications’ course ‘Security Monitoring Systems 
- an Overview’ is one of the first courses approved through 
our ATP CPD Scheme.

You can find out more here: https://www.
boldcommunications.co.uk/help-support/training/
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How many times do you think that you will 
change your job during your career? While 
you think about the answer, let’s look at the 
reasons that will motivate you to change. For 
most, they will be pretty straight forward, 
either money or better opportunities. But for 
whatever reason, the thing that will allow you 
to move on to pastures green will be your 
qualifications and experience. 
 
Experience could be described as an 
objective practice:  a skill acquired by a 
period of exposure allowing knowledge 
to be gained in a particular profession. 
Qualifications on the other hand are a lot 
more nuanced and will be dependent on 
what level of an organisation you wish to 
work at: strategic, tactical or operational. 
 
The security industry on average grew by 
15% in the years leading up to 2020. That 
equates to a great deal of job openings. 
But for those wishing to take advantage of 
this growth, the question must be: what 
qualifications do I need? 
 
I put qualifications into three categories: 
mandatory, those that you have to have in order 
to do a particular job or task, SIA licences for 
example; academic, certificates, degrees and the 
like; but by far the biggest section is vocational 
training, tuition that facilitates skills and 
knowledge required for a particular job function. 
 
I didn’t set out to enter into the security industry; 
it’s more like it found me. I’d been out of the 
military for some time and had just sold a 
business when I received a phone call. An old 
friend of mine was recruiting for a security 
company in Iraq, was I interested? 
 
The prerequisite for the job was for me to attend 
close protection course. Three weeks in Herford 
with ex-special forces instructors and then a 
week in Gibraltar on the shooting range. I bit his 
hand off! I will always remember what one of the 
instructors said, ‘there is a gold rush going on in 
Iraq and we’re selling the shovels.’ 

 

The course that I took was one of the first in 
the UK that allowed it’s students to be officially 
recognised. And so, with my SIA Close Protection 
badge in my pocket, I set out to Iraq. My new 
qualification, my first mandatory one within the 
industry, opening a very lucrative door. 
 
Most of my colleagues in Iraq were just in it for 
the money and I totally understand where they 
were coming from. They had no inclination to 
climb the ladder, they just wanted to pick up their 
fat paycheck every month, pay off their mortgage, 
buy a new car and put their kids through college. 
But for me it was different. I fell in love with the 
quasi-military lifestyle - it was like being back 
in the military but with more money and less 
constraints. But I wanted more. I was ambitious. 
 
With every day, I was gaining experience, but that 
wasn’t enough for promotion within the company. 
It was a bit of an ‘old boys club’ with the best jobs 
reserved for those who had attended Sandhurst 
or been career soldiers. I needed another 
angle. It came in the form of a Security & Risk 
Management degree from Leicester University. 
 

Security Training and the 
COVID-19 Pandemic
By Richard Pendry, Pendry Risk Management
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Now… I left school with one GCSE, (they were 
called ‘O’ levels back then). It’s not that I was stupid 
it’s just that I didn’t apply myself. This incensed my 
poor father, a headmaster, who watched me throw 
away my school years. But I didn’t care, that’s all I 
wanted to do was join the Paras. 
 
Writing the first essay for my degree course was 
hard, very hard. I was in my early forties and the 
two thousand or so word essay was the longest 
thing that I’d ever written. It pushed me way out of 
my comfort zone. 
 
My degree got me the management position, but 
it also gave me a thirst for knowledge. I spent 
between 2005 – 2010 in various roles in both 
Iraq and Afghanistan and of these ten years, eight 
were spent studying. It sounds like hard work, but 
for most of the time, I was living a very monastic 
lifestyle with very few distractions. But enough 
about academia, I know its not for everyone. 
 
My involvement with vocational training started 
when I was a young NCO in the Parachute 
Regiment, passing on my skills to recruits and 
junior soldiers to increase their capabilities. This 
skill has stayed with me and is often utilised as a 
part of my consultancy duties when implementing 
plans and procedures that I’ve written for my 
clients by training their teams on their application. 
I also used my training experience to set up a 
vocational school in Helmand, Afghanistan, as 
part of counterinsurgency efforts to reintegrate 
members of the Taliban back into the local 
community. But vocational training can be a 
minefield, the sector containing unregulated 
courses of questionable quality, delivered by 
teachers with little or no experience of what they 
were teaching. 
 
A ‘sage’ once said: Knowledge seeks a community. 
Knowledge wants to happen, just as life wants 
to happen and the best place for that to happen 
is within a community. As the security industry, 
our community has grown. The knowledge 
involved with it has also increased. But this raises 
questions: where is this knowledge coming from? 
and who are the ones teaching it? There is a 
question of credibility. 

 
‘Training not recorded is training not given’ has 
been a lesson that I’ve learnt along the way. 
Security companies falling foul of their contractual 
obligations by not properly documenting the 
training given to their people. I would also suggest  
that training not accredited to a particular body or 
institution is training that is difficult to evaluate. 
 
There are many training companies that have 
created great courses and self certify in the 
form of Attendance certificates. But in an 
industry that is trying to increase the level of 
professionalism companies and individuals are 
looking for vocational qualifications that are easily 
recognisable and can be used in a career path. 
 
When in 2019 I was looking to expand my 
company there was no better theme for me to 
explore than that of vocational training. Face-to-
face courses of diverse topics: counterterrorism, 
behavioural detection, counter-surveillance, travel 
management, useful topics were designed but had 
to be shelved due the Covid pandemic. 
 
Since March of 2020, I’ve been adapting my 
courses so they can be used by online platforms 
- a very challenging and time-consuming task that 
deserves an article in its own right. But one thing 
was clear from outset, if my courses were to be 
successful the content needed to accurate, up to 
date and fit for purpose. They had to be credible 
and to do that they needed to be accredited to a 
professional body. 
 
The Security Institute - the UK’s largest 
membership body for security professionals – was 
my first port of call and I was excited when our first 
course - Counterterrorism Awareness – became 
part of the Approved Training Programme. 
 
Oh, by the way, the answer to how many times you 
will change jobs is six. To avoid disappointment, 
make sure that when you do decide to change, 
your qualifications are up to scratch.

Pendry Risk Management’s ‘Counter Terrorism - 6 
module’ Course’: ATP CPD

Pendry Risk Management’s course ‘Counter Terrorism 
Awareness - a 6 module course’

You can find out more here: https://pendryriskmanagement.
co.uk/terrorism-training/
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Professional Development PlatformProfessional Development Platform
Our online Professional Development Platform 
brings a vast range of eLearning resources to 
the fingertips of our members, helping discover 
and develop essential career skills. Members 
have access to interactive courses on a broad 
spectrum of topics, as well as expert-advice 
videos and articles. The constantly updated 
material ensures that all of our members are up 
to date with the latest employment trends, and 
are the best equipped to achieve their career 
aspirations. 

It is also important to note that using the 
platform is a great way to acquire valuable free 
CPD Points.

Here are a few of the latest additions that you 
may find beneficial:

Our Latest Additions to theOur Latest Additions to the

Giving and Receiving Feedback
This new course added to the Professional Development 
Platform explores the importance of feedback on 
improving performance, both in terms of giving and 
receiving it. It will also look at the four main work 
climates: comfortable, stressful, apathetic and high 
performance and the characteristics and style of 
feedback of each.

Learning how to both give and receive effective 
feedback is key to element for developing management 
techniques and evolving as a leader. Linked to this is 
another new addition to the platform: ‘Motivation and 
Effective Feedback’. This module explores how feedback 
delievered in the correct way is key to encouraging 
your staff to go the extra mile. This module looks at the 
theories behind motivation and six steps to help you 
motivate both yourself and others.

Members can access these courses here: https://
security-institute.careercentre.me/u/difevx7m
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Winter Well-Being
How you feel, both physically and mentally, 
impacts not only your performance at work but 
your relationships too. Healthy, happy people 
are more engaged with those around them and 
more productive throughout the working day. 
But remaining healthy during the winter months 
can be a challenge, especially during this period 
of lockdown. This new course ‘Winter Well-Being’ 
addresses the challenges of prioritising your well-
being during the winter, offering tips and advice. 

Members of the Institute can find this course 
here: https://security-institute.careercentre.me/u/
re3rokwq :

Similarly, a new article that has recently been 
added to the platform explores ‘Coping with 
Seasonal Affective Disorder at work’. 1 in 3 people 
in the UK suffer from Seasonal Affective Disorder 
(SAD). . This article explains what SAD is, what can 
cause it and what you can do to help yourself feel 
better. 

Members can read the article here: https://
security-institute.careercentre.me/u/o32gyomd

How COVID-19 has impacted 
recruitment processes
The coronavirus pandemic has led many 
companies to limit any face-to-face contact and, 
in turn, they’ve had to alter their recruitment and 
induction processes too. This new article looks at 
the different ways businesses are adapting to this 
‘new normal’, giving you a clearer sense of what to 
expect as you embark on your job hunt.

Members can read this article here: https://
security-institute.careercentre.me/u/7sivrs57

There are a whole range of other resources to 
support job hunters, especially during these 
unusual times. These include:
• ‘Perfect camera positioning for online 

interviews’ 
• Top tips for presenting online
• Responding to curve ball questions
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Security & Policing - the official Government 
global security event – will be held online this 
year between 9-11 March 2021, offering a world-
class opportunity to meet, network and discuss 
the latest advances in delivering national security 
and resilience with UK suppliers, UK Government 
officials and senior decision makers across law 
enforcement and security from the UK and 
overseas.

Hosted by the Home Office’s Joint Security & 
Resilience Centre (JSaRC), the three-day, online, 
closed event will give approved visitors and 
exhibitors access to an innovative, digital event 
experience from the comfort and safety of their 
own workspace, at a time when we cannot meet in 
person.

Speaking ahead of the event, the Head of JSaRC, 
Angela Essel, said: 
“Moving into its 39th year, Security and Policing 
2021 will continue to enable and facilitate 
engagement between industry, academia and 
Government. 

“As your hosts since 2019, myself and the JSaRC 
team are committed to providing a platform for 
the sharing of government’s thinking and the 
showcasing solutions for National Security. The 
show programme, delivered this year via an 
exciting digital platform, will be filled with keynote 
presentations from senior Government and law 
enforcement officials, features such as our very 
own Government Zone and the highly accoladed 
Fusion Forum.”

JSaRC and Government partners are committed to 
working with industry and academia to bring the 
very best of Security & Policing (S&P) online this 
March, to enable the UK security and resilience 
sector to continue to develop and collaborate on 
the products, services and capabilities needed 
to cut crime, prevent terrorism, detect illegal 
immigration and promote growth.

Security & Policing presents the ideal setting 
to learn about the innovation, policies and 
equipment available to respond to the latest and 
future security challenges and threats. This year 
in response to the ongoing challenges of the 
COVID-19 pandemic and continuing to evolve 
security and policing through innovation, centred 
around event’s three core themes of Resilience, 
Recovery and Rebuild.

This is not just your average webinar event. S&P 
2021 will be hosted via an innovative, secure 
and interactive digital platform, with networking 
functionality and virtual exhibition halls that will 
ensure engagement between exhibitors, key 
stakeholders, international participants, police 
services and Government departments remains at 
the heart of the event.

Approved visitors will have access to an extensive 
programme of live and on-demand video content 
and keynotes led by senior UK Government 
officials as well as other major speakers across 
virtual auditoriums. 

Professional Grade Security 
Institute Members are invited 
to attend Security & Policing 

2021
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The fully interactive virtual exhibition hall will 
showcase best in class solutions from leading UK 
exhibitors, allowing attendees to navigate virtual 
stands and search for companies, personnel, 
products, services and capabilities of interest via 
keyword search functionality and themed groups 
of exhibitors.

Core to previous Security & Policing event, the 
online platform will offer ample networking 
opportunities with UK and international approved 
visitors and exhibitors across the event. 
Networking functionality includes advanced and 
categorised search functionality, 1:1 meetings, 
video conferencing, instant messaging and 
dedicated networking areas.

Attendees can gain online access and exposure to 
senior decision makers and policy developers in 
Government via a dedicated virtual Government 
networking and showcase zone, where you can 
engage with officials and operational staff from a 
range of UK Government departments and law 
enforcement agencies.

Returning by popular demand after launching last 
year, the virtual Fusion Forum will offer leading 
insight and promote new and integrated ways to 
delivering security solutions across Government, 
Industry and Academia. It will include a range of 
exciting video content incorporating a blend of 

keynote addresses, fusion panel sessions and 
industry challenges. 

New for 2021, JSaRC is also collaborating with 
other Government departments to create an 
interactive JSaRC Industry Showcase feature 
in the event, which will provide an integrated 
demonstration of various innovative security 
solutions, brought together under one 
overarching narrative on the COVID-19 related 
theme of ‘Resilience, Recovery and Rebuild’.

Head of JSaRC, Angela Essel, said:
 “Throughout the show, our focus will be on 
the provision of opportunities, for visitors 
and exhibitors alike, that will provide world-
class practical solutions to address security, 
aid recovery, promote growth and stimulate 
innovation. I’m looking forward to seeing 
everyone there!”

The Security Institute Members can find out more 
and apply to register to attend for free at 
www.securityandpolicing.co.uk. 

Visitor registration closes 
Friday 5 March, 17:00 GMT.

You can also watch this video preview of what 
to expect here: https://www.securityandpolicing.
co.uk/event-features/
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IFSEC International IFSEC International 

announces plans for 2021 announces plans for 2021 

IFSEC International, the largest gathering of security 
professionals, has announced it will now take place 
from 12 – 14 July, 2021 at ExCeL, London and will be run 
in line with the industry recognised and Government 
approved AllSecure standard, to ensure attendee 
safety.

Chris Edwards, Group Director at Informa Markets 
announced: 
“The safety and wellbeing of our attendees and 
exhibitors is our foremost priority which is why we 
have moved the date to the summer of 2021 and 
will be looking to operate under the highest possible 
level of health and safety standards, which Informa 
AllSecure enables us to do.” 

AllSecure was piloted in September 2020 and 
approved by the UK Government on 19 November 
2020 as a model for running large events safely. It 
involves several health and safety measures, including 
deep cleaning, social distancing on-site, staggered 
arrival times and PPE, such as face masks.  

In addition, IFSEC International has also announced 
plans for a variety of online events, set to take place 
in June 2021. Chris Edwards commented: “While 
2020 had its challenges for in-person events, IFSEC 
International was able to innovate and bring the 
industry together remotely via online platforms and 
we are looking to further build on that success in 
2021.”

IFSEC International’s online experiences will provide opportunities 
for audiences to organise live video calls with exhibitors, browse 
solution providers and products via an online marketplace while 
some of the very latest in tech innovation, industry best practice 
and thought leadership will be showcased.

You can find out more here: 
https://www.ifsecglobal.com/event/en/home.html
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The UK prison system is ill-equipped 
to prevent vulnerable, malleable, and 
disillusioned young offenders from 
being ‘converted’ to a harder, more 
violent and extreme individual more 
motivated to carry out terrorist acts 
on their release. And then there is the 
issue of extremist grooming as young 
people spend more time out of school 
and online.

For this reason, the CTB365 online event, taking place 22nd April, will address these issues, and more, 
through an interactive and content-led webinar.

The event agenda will bring you face-to-face with speakers from many walks of life, all of whom have 
first-hand knowledge of Radicalisation, Extremism and the affects it has on Vulnerable and Isolated 
individuals. Think a reformed extremist, academics, researchers, and rehabilitation experts, both 
national and international.

CTB365 Publisher Jake Deadman comments, “CTB365 provides a platform for highly topical, relevant 
and engaging subject matter, with interactive sessions led by global experts in their field. ‘Radicalisation 
& Extremism: The Bigger Picture’ will address the growing issue facing the prison and probation service 
as well as the increased threat to our house-bound children of extremist grooming online. These are 
two very concerning issues that are simply too big to ignore.”

Who should attend?

•Anyone in HMPPS, social services, education, those tackling radicalisation and extremism at a 
governmental level, law-makers, lawyers, police and community liaison officers, security services, 
internet service providers and those involved in developing tech (such as the ACT app) will get the inside 
track from industry experts.

Also, because of our partnership with the Security Institute, all CTB365 events are CPD-Accredited – 
meaning that you will earn DOUBLE CPD points for attending!

Register today for this influential gathering of radicalisation experts, online, to further your knowledge. 
https://365.counterterrorbusiness.com/2204/radicalisation-extremism/register 

Engage with the leaders in the field and join us for what promises to be an informative online event of 
industry Thought Leaders, with Peer Chat, Live Polls, Interactive Q&A and Download Centre.

CTB365 Event: 
Radicalisation & Extremism: 

The Bigger Picture
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CyberCon London 2021CyberCon London 2021

Managing Fraud Risk & Cyber SecurityManaging Fraud Risk & Cyber Security
CyberCon London 2021 – the ultimate gathering 
of the most highly respected fraud investigators, 
cyber analysts and cyber security experts in the 
world is set to take place virtually on 12th & 13th 
May 2021.
 
Business leaders and C-level executives, including 
CIOs, CISOs, CTOs, IT managers and risk and 
compliance directors from across industries 
will join prominent speakers for a set of top-
level keynotes, insightful case studies and 
presentations, interactive panel discussions and 
live Q&A sessions focusing on the most pressing 
matters in cyber security today.
 
Key topics that will be addressed include:

• Cyber crime in 2021: what’s new and what’s 
different

• Online presence and how to build a resilient 
and secure business

• How to handle initial suspicions of financial 
crime within your business

• The importance of managing the human risk 
of financial fraud and how to do it

• Passwordless authentication
 
The event is designed to provide delegates with 
a comprehensive understanding of the latest 
threat channels and build an adequate skillset, 
from detection and prevention through to dealing 
with an attack, to create adequate Cyber Security 
strategies for their organisation.
 
Some of the prominent speakers include experts 
such as:

• Lisa Ventura, CEO & Founder, UK Cyber 
Security Association

• Dan Patefield, Head of Programme, Cyber & 
National Security, techUK

• Steve Hunt, Senior Analyst, Cybersecurity, Aite 
Group

• Andy Watkin-Child CSyP FSyI, Director at The 
Security Institute and Founding Partner at 
ParaVa

• Philip Ingram OBE, former British Army 
intelligence officer

To see the full list of speakers, please go to 
CyberCon London 2021 speakers: 
https://www.cyberconlondon.co.uk/speakers

To see the full agenda, please go to 
CyberCon London 2021 agenda: https://www.
cyberconlondon.co.uk/agenda

 
Mark Azzopardi, managing director of Working 
Town, the organiser of CyberCon London, 
said: “Covid-19 has resulted in a radical rethink 
of many aspects of business operation for 
organisations, including their security and privacy 
protocols. Cybersecurity and financial crime are 
at the heart of the debate, particularly given the 
exponential rise of these crimes in the past 12 
months. CyberCon London 2021 will provide a 
vital platform for the discussion of the issues 
that really matter to industry leaders and the 
prosperity of their businesses.”

The Security Institute is an official partner of 
CyberCon London 2021 with our Director Andy 
Watkin-Child CSyP FSyI speaking at the event.

All Institute members can enjoy 15% off of ticket 
prices, please email ben@security-institute.org to 
verify your membership and access the discount 
code.
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Global MSC Security announced that it will host a live Special Online Event on Tuesday 16th March 
at 13:00 (GMT), to help Security Managers understand how the latest video surveillance technology 
is enabling camera operators to improve how live incidents are managed. The ‘Developing Smart 
Surveillance Operators’ live studio broadcast  is free-to-attend and will include expert insights from 
Genetec, Hanwha Techwin and Bosch Security and Safety Systems. 

The handling of incidents in progress requires a very different skillset to managing of post event 
investigations familiar to most operators, as the Managing Director of Global MSC Security, Derek 
Maltby explains: “It is not realistic to expect an operator to concentrate on a video wall for long periods 
of time and detect the often subtle cues, or patterns of behaviour, that suggest an incident is taking 
place, or about to escalate. It is also true that many operators are not sure about what it is that they 
need to be looking for.” He adds: “To compound the problem, incidents may occur on cameras that do 
not have a live feed on the video wall.” 

Trained surveillance camera operators are very good at making the right judgement calls under 
pressure, but they need a clear operating picture. This is where the latest technology can help. The 
second Global MSC Security Special Online Event will demonstrate how operators can be automatically 
alerted to potentially suspicious or unusual activity. By presenting them with real-time insights, they 
can take the appropriate course of action at the right time, to mitigate or deescalate a situation. 

“The direction of travel in both public and private sectors is towards smart surveillance, and many 
organisations already have the foundations in place through recent investments in IP-based systems,” 
continues Maltby. “However, it is also true that in most instances these same systems are vastly 
underutilised. This event is aimed at putting organisations on the right path, making sure they 
understand the true value and realise the full potential of what they have.”
The former Surveillance Camera Commissioner and new Chief Privacy Officer at Corsight AI, Tony 
Porter QPM LLB, will join a panel of independent speakers, chaired by Consultant at Global MSC 
Security, David White. 

The Global MSC Security ‘Developing Smart Surveillance Operators’ Special Online Event is free-to-
attend and takes place on 16th March at 13:00 (GMT). It sponsored by Genetec, Hanwha Techwin and 
Bosch Security and Safety Systems and media sponsor the International Security Journal.

Registration for the Special Live Event is open now at: www.globalmsc.net

Global MSC Security 
Online Event
- ‘Developing Smart Surveillance 
Operators’
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Terror Threats and 
Hostage-Taking 
- Putting families and 
employees first 
By Lara Symons, CEO of Hostage 
International
As anyone working in the security industry will know, the 
world is feeling as unstable as ever against the backdrop of 
Covid-19. As the CEO of Hostage International, I have been 
asked by many people what this potential instability will 
mean for our organisation – with fewer people travelling, 
might it mean that fewer people are taken hostage, or 
might it lead to greater risks for people working and 
travelling in certain environments? 

While many of your organisations are rightly assessing 
risks - whether cyber, terrorist and now possibly with more 
focus on future pandemics - and ensuring an awareness 
of the emerging threats to our businesses and our society, 
Hostage International has to take a step back from that. As 
a small charity we simply don’t have the capacity to be at 
the forefront assessing risks and trends, but we continue 
to support a steady number of people and organisations 
affected by hostage-taking. 

Hostage International does not provide assistance or advice aimed at bringing the hostage back home, 
but seeks to make the situation slightly more bearable for families and also for released hostages. Part 
of our role is also to raise awareness of the challenges faced by hostages and their families and to 
provide organisations working in high-risk areas with training in how to support them.

About Hostage International
Hostage International was co-founded by Terry Waite CBE in 2004. Terry had been held hostage 
for nearly five years in Beirut from 1987 to 1991. After his release he was approached by a number 
of families going through a kidnap and saw a need for support. He noticed that during a kidnap 
everyone was focused on the negotiations or efforts to get the hostage released, but no one was 
focusing on what the family were going through during that time, or indeed afterwards when the 
hostage returned. There was an assumption that in getting the release right, everything else would fall 
into place. But that just isn’t the case. So, Hostage International was set up to help with all the other 
issues that families have to deal with, including just coping with the day-to-day fears and anxiety, a 
lack of information, as well as practical issues like dealing with utility bills or insurance renewals in the 
absence of the policy holder who is held hostage.  

Kidnapping is a problem occurring in many parts of the world, but negotiations are conducted in 
secret for the hostage’s safety and few people have any understanding of what is involved. Affected 
family members are warned not to talk about the incident leading to feelings of extreme isolation, 
frustration and anxiety. And following the hostage’s return, there is a prolonged period of recovery 
and adjustment for all concerned.
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Through our specialist team of caseworkers and mental 
health experts, in just the past 12 months we have 
supported around 30 individuals across Europe, Canada, 
Australia, Nigeria and South Africa. Each former hostage 
or family member affected is given as much time from 
us as they need, ranging from hours, weeks or months 
to years. We are there to help guide, listen and offer 
tailored support when someone has been taken and held 
captive outside their home country. We are led by our 
beneficiaries and only work with those who approach us 
for help – hence our plans to further raise our visibility so 
that anyone in need of our services will know where to 
find us.

Working with corporates and NGOs
Corporates and NGOs all have a duty as employers to 
ensure they do whatever they can to bring about the safe 
release of their kidnapped employees. Many of them 
do a good job of this and have well-developed crisis 
management plans around the operational response, but 
the area which seems to cause the most consternation 
is liaison with the family of the employee – and to an 
extent the colleagues of someone who has been taken. 
I have heard some corporates talk about ‘managing 
the family’ and I think if you start with that approach, 
you are likely to face problems. The employee’s family 
should not be regarded as an external challenge to be dealt with, but as an essential player – they 
can provide important information about the employee and sometimes play a role in negotiations, 
but they also need to be kept informed and receive support. It is a two-way process that works best 
when the liaison is regular and honest. In the longer-term, when the employee is released, we have 
heard mixed reports in terms of the support employers provide and the help they gave the former 
hostage in getting back to work. This is never an easy task, but if the employer has developed a good 
and supportive rapport with the hostage’s family during the kidnap, this can help them to identify the 
needs of their employee and how best to support them when they return. 

As part of Hostage International’s goal to support families and former hostages, we offer bespoke 
training to organisations in best practice in family and employee support during and after a kidnap 
incident or similar crisis. We have provided training to clients in the corporate, government, non-
government and higher education sectors, tailoring packages to the nature of each client. 

We are now developing training packages online, but also hope that we will soon be in a position to 
deliver training in person too. For more information on our training, visit:  www.hostageinternational.
org.

Finally, and particularly with the instability created by the Covid pandemic, our charity also needs 
funding so that we can continue to provide the unique and essential support we offer to the families 
of hostages. Against the backdrop of the coronavirus, some families have no idea if their loved one 
is safe, well or even alive. And, for those who have previously been held hostage, the restrictions 
resulting from the pandemic have triggered memories associated with captivity. In 2020 we saw a 
higher proportion of former hostages or detainees reaching out to us for support. Please give what 
you can: https://www.hostageinternational.org/support-us/
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Managing operations for a security service company 
can be exhilarating and overwhelming at the same 
time. Things change and evolve. Issues and incidents 
arise and are often frequent, unique, and challenging. 
To complicate issues even further, security 
companies often rely on disparate systems and 
disjointed processes which can have a major impact 
on the efficiency and performance of their security 
operations. To address these challenges, security 
companies should look to transform their operations 
by choosing a security solution designed to improve 
and optimize their capabilities. 

Transformation, however, creates a certain degree 
of anxiety and the idea of changing your entire 
operations can seem daunting. The temptation to 
opt for quick plug-and-play solutions that solve specific functions in your security operations such as 
guard management, payroll preparation, or dispatch can be sweet. The logic is that by avoiding a more 
comprehensive implementation, you avoid the challenges and complexity that technology rollouts can 
bring. But that’s a mistake. 

As with any investment though, you need to demonstrate ROI. For the money you invest, you need to 
be able to demonstrate the value of your proactive security services. You should be able to exhibit the 
successful handling of security incidents, security risk mitigation, reduced overtime spend, and more.

Frontline security guards, and the methods used to manage them, have changed in the past twenty 
years when a guard’s tools were a simple pen and paper and guards were not viewed as essential 
key workers. Times have changed. In the past year alone, we’ve seen security guards step up and play 
a vital role during the global pandemic. There has been a greater demand for security services—to 
the point where a security guard is now, most likely, the first person you interact with when you go 
to the supermarket, chemist, or hospital. Whilst this is just one example of how frontline security 
changed during 2020, the way security services are now being relied upon and delivered could have 
a long-lasting impact on the reputation of an industry often described using terms like dinosaur, 
conservative, bricks and mortar, amongst others.

New technologies offering new capabilities have significantly changed how frontline security works 
and is transforming the security services industry. In the not-too-distant past, the only qualification 
required by a security guard was the ability to stay awake for 12 hours, but security guards are no 
longer simply sitting in dimly-lit booths watching the clock or patrolling empty buildings and car 
parks with glowing torches. Today, a private security guard’s role is as much about deterrence and 
prevention as it is about monitoring security screens for suspicious activity, performing patrols, 
scanning checkpoints, ensuring the safety of lone workers… to name just a few of the duties and tasks 
they perform on a routine basis.

Operations with Real-Time CapabilitiesOperations with Real-Time Capabilities

Transform Your Security Transform Your Security 

By Debbie Howlett, TrackTik
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With the need and deployment of security guard services 
growing rapidly right now, there’s no better time to take 
advantage of the available security technology on the 
market. Look for technologies that simplify operations, drive 
transparency, and support accountability. For example, the 
larger a workforce becomes, the more important it is to 
streamline rostering for a large, diverse, and mobile security 
workforce to reduce the number of human interactions. 
However, it is too complex to do without the proper tools 
and technology.

Look for a robust centralised security solution that includes: 

Real-Time Incident Reporting

With real-time incident reporting, guards can complete reports 
and document incidents directly in their mobile phones, sending 
the data directly to the operations centre for data analytics. As a 
result, security managers will know:

• Who was reporting the incident
• What type of incidents were occurring and what actions 

were taken
• When to assign resources to counter the issues
• Where the incidents were occurring
• How to reduce the organization’s risk

If you can provide up-to-the-minute statistics for the number 
of incidents, the number of completed guard tours, and 
the number of potential problem areas, you can be sure 
to demonstrate that your security team is a well-managed, 
professional team that is actively contributing to the security of 
the organization.

Actionable Insights 

With incident reporting to collect and analyse data on past 
incidents, it becomes much easier to demonstrate the value of 
data and plan for the future. Consider the following examples of 
data analytics in action: 

• If data indicates that a door is frequently left unlocked, the 
facility manager may choose to install a keypad entry system 
so that the door is automatically locked at all times.

• If data indicates that cars in a car park are repeated targets 
of vandalism, an increased security guard presence or 
a security fence around the facility’s perimeter may be 
required.

Without data to draw from, the facility manager could 
easily draw incorrect conclusions as to why his building has 
experienced increased incidents of theft or vandalism. By 
addressing the root cause that has contributed to security 
incidents, companies are better prepared to prevent future 
incidents. Actionable insights allow for the creation of a strategy 
that will actually work to mitigate future risks. 
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Armed with accurate data, you can not only pinpoint where you need to concentrate your efforts and 
resources, but also prove that you’re using your guards as effectively as possible.

Live Monitoring  

A well-managed and tracked team means an accountable team. With live monitoring of security guard 
operations, you can track not only incidents but your team’s movements while on duty as well. One of 
the benefits of live monitoring is that it increases accountability. Automatic timekeeping, GPS tracking, 
and NFC-enabled electronic checkpoints ensure that your guards are following post orders, showing 
up on time, and completing tours within a reasonable timeframe. 

Shift Rostering 

Using shift rostering is one of the best things a security company can do to manage overtime hours 
and reduce unnecessary expenditures. Shift rostering is the ability to automate shift assignments, 
utilize shift bidding, employee time-off requests, and other factors to create weekly rosters for your 
guards.

More importantly, shift rostering allows you to review shift rosters and overtime requests so you 
can set limits to prevent guards from rostering too much overtime. Shift rostering can even allow 
your management teams to find the most cost-effective solution during unexpected situations. For 
example, should a guard not show up for his shift, the solution would help your team quickly identify 
which guards are available to fill in.

If you’re still manually tracking data, managing overtime, waiting until a security guard returns to their 
work station to compile a paper report, or relying on a disconnected set of systems to manage your 
operations, you’re not armed with the real-time, accurate, and essential data you need to optimize 
your security operations. By transforming your security operations with the use of a single solution, 
you control your expenses in the long term despite the higher upfront cost – therefore generating 
higher ROI. 

For streamlined, efficient operation management, choose a centralised solution that works across 
your on-site, mobile, and back-office functions and incorporates capabilities like incident reporting, live 
monitoring, and shift rostering to truly demonstrate the value your security team provides. 



Planning Ahead To 
Mitigate The Espionage 
Threat
By Emma Shaw CSyP FSyI, Esoteric

Planning ahead effectively during a huge period 
of uncertainty is not an easy feat. If the period of 
the Covid-19 pandemic has taught us anything, 
it’s that some situations are simply out of our 
control and as a result, we have had to re-think 
our notion of normality and adapt to flux with 
agility.

In the context of security, many of us are primed 
to ‘expect the unexpected’. We analyse the scope 
of risks, vulnerabilities and threats which we know of 
and consider are possible, but accept that in order to 
be prepared and effective, we also have to consider 
our response to the unpredictable. Not everyone who 
we work and collaborate with has the same mindset, 
so this is where we have to play the role of educator 
and ultimately lead by example.

The Adversary In Times Of Flux

Narrowing the focus a little more to espionage, 
consider the reaction of the adversary to the past 
year. We saw in early 2020 a period of relatively few 
reported espionage cases. As the world came to 
terms with the pandemic and the global lockdown, 
adversaries too were re-evaluating their tactics and 
techniques and having to adapt. A move away from 
offices to remote working closed down one typical 
espionage route, and the near halt in international 
travel and hospitality closed down another. However, 
the adversary’s focus rapidly shifted to exploiting the 
ensuing changes, notably remote workforces unused 
to working without the security controls and protocols 
normally embedded into their working environments.  
So they capitalised on workers using their personal IT 
devices, a lack of VPN, the rush to the cloud, insecure 
video conferencing platforms and a general scramble 
to adjust to a new way of working to refocus their 
espionage attacks on critical national infrastructure 
industries, as well as big technology, legal and 
financial firms. 
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Cybercriminals targeted the vulnerable and those who had to turn to online services for the first time 
to complete necessary everyday tasks with fraud and scam campaigns, resulting in such a drastic 
escalation that there have been calls for fraud to now become classed as a national security risk. In 
the realm of economic and political espionage, foreign hostile states targeted the Covid-19 PPE supply 
chain and vaccination research and rode the wave of disinformation to further their own objectives.

This all just shows how quickly the adversary looks to take advantage of any opportunity which arises. 
So, to truly mitigate the threat in 2021 and beyond, what do we need to do? Are there any changes 
and trends in espionage which we can now predict with a little more certainty?  

Planning Ahead In 2021

There are some emerging trends which are becoming clearer in the early days of 2021 and which we 
can start to plan for. 

The first is that remote working is here to stay, in some form. While lockdowns and restrictions are 
in place, we are being asked to work from home where we can. But now so many have made the 
switch to working from home, there is a good proportion of employees who prefer it from a work-life 
balance perspective and find it more productive, and employers are finding themselves better able 
to assess the pros and cons. It is highly likely that a hybrid remote-office model will reign in 2021 and 
beyond. Indeed, a survey of more than 9,000 workers funded by Slack found that 72% of employees 
would prefer this model, with the remainder equally split between solely office or solely homeworking.  
Long-term remote working means that security protocols have to be considered, actioned and 
communicated for the protection of information assets which are now far more widely spread. As a 
result, protocols and controls such as secure document storage, efficient document disposal, regular 
employee education and briefings on the latest attack techniques, and consideration of reviewing the 
physical and technical security of the homes of those handling particularly sensitive information will 
become essential.

How the office then evolves is up for debate. It is perfectly feasible for the office to become the 
location for the most sensitive and important meetings and discussions, such as board meetings, 
performance reviews, innovation sessions and AGMs since these require certain degrees of 
communication, connection or creativity which are harder to achieve by phone or video. With that 
in mind, the office will still need excellent levels of counter-espionage and counter-eavesdropping 
measures. It’s a perfect time to consider technological investment in countermeasures, such as an in-
place monitoring system or on-site TSCM equipment for interim quick searches.  



It’s Not All About Cyber

During the pandemic, there has been a huge focus on 
cybersecurity. Considering escalating societal trends 
during this period such as remote working and 
digitalisation, alongside prolific cybercriminal activity by 
sophisticated APT groups, cybercriminals, hacktivists, 
and terrorist groups, this is only right since the 
damage wrought can be catastrophic. However, 
caution is needed to not lose sight of the traditional 
espionage techniques which the adversary often 
uses in conjunction with cyber or in place of cyber 
when defences are strong and other chinks in the 
security armour are there to be exploited. The 
datacentre, for example, is a prime example of where 
a physical or technical attack can have devastating 
consequences.  There have been countless examples 
of traditional espionage techniques being used 
alongside cyber in recent months. One notable case was 
the social engineering program used against Twitter in July 
2020 which saw at least 130 high-profile Twitter accounts 
compromised and $110,000 in Bitcoin obtained by the 
culprits, resulting in reputational damage and a major security 
review.

The One Constant In Your Threat Profile

The attack on Twitter highlights the one potential flaw in any organisation: its people. The strongest 
layered defences, utilising the most sophisticated technology, can be compromised by the 
unpredictable nature of a workforce. In 2021, we are seeing recessionary forces at large, with high 
levels of unemployment and low levels of confidence in job security, and these mean that the insider 
threat is particularly high. Mitigating this threat requires investment in welfare and awareness 
programs above all else, and this will require a different approach if previously operating in a solely 
office environment.  Maintaining awareness of current security threats and techniques are particularly 
important, and there are some excellent resources and tools available from the National Cyber 
Security Centre (NCSC) www.ncsc.gov.uk and the Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure 
(CPNI) www.cpni.gov.uk. As a counter-espionage specialist, Esoteric provides awareness briefings and 
training programs aimed at advancing the recognition of the espionage threat across the different 
threat actors, including insiders. 

In summary, while 2021 has started in a similar vein to how we finished 2020, trends and changes are 
emerging which can help us to start planning for the future. Certainty comes from knowing that the 
adversary is still at large and planning to exploit the vulnerabilities in our defences, but uncertainty 
and unpredictability mean we need to look at agile security practices, maintaining a focus on 
traditional and insider threats, and recognising that expecting the unexpected will continue to stand 
us in good stead. 
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New Corporate Partner: Monatrix New Corporate Partner: Monatrix 
By Paul Gillings, Monatrix
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Monatrix is one of the UK’s leading 
electronic security integrators, specialising in 
the design, delivery and support of integrated 
security solutions for UK businesses.  As an NSI 
Gold accredited company Monatrix install, service 
and maintain all their systems to the very latest 
British Standards and Codes of Practice. Their 
expertise has been developed through many years 
of experience successfully providing high quality 
security systems across multiple markets sectors.

The services and systems they provide together 
with their own in-house procedures are regularly 
audited by third parties to ensure they achieve and 
maintain the high standards and expectations of 
their customers.

Before founding Monatrix in 2003, Managing 
Director Paul Gillings had specialised in CCTV for many years, predominantly supplying systems and 
solutions to the hospitality sector. With specific product knowledge and an expert understanding of 
the market, he set out to provide a service like no other in the industry. Paul tells The Security Institute 
that putting the customer’s individual needs first and offering a streamlined service ensures that he 
and his team were able to stand out from the competition.

“Before starting Monatrix as a specialist CCTV company, I had worked largely as a salesman within 
the CCTV sector and I therefore implemented my specialist approach and knowledge into Monatrix, 
ensuring our services and solutions were offered in a very different way, to what was the industry 
standard.”

Building a specialist approach

Today, Monatrix is an electronic security specialist focusing on the installation, integration, servicing 
and maintenance of CCTV, access control, intruder detection, automatic number plate recognition and 
fire alarm systems. Unlike the majority of their competitors, the company has grown out of an ethos 
of using specialists working within specific security sectors. Even their company name, meaning, in 
Latin, to advise, caution and warn, was chosen to remind us of the unique way we like to work with our 
customers.

From 1995, when we were still using video recorders for CCTV systems, Paul had  spent many years 
working with CCTV equipment and manufacturers whilst designing specific and individual CCTV 
solutions. “I had developed a vast knowledge of the extensive range of equipment available, the 
features and benefits on offer and how effective, efficient systems could be designed to meet each 
customer’s needs” says Paul.

Across the industry, many systems were installed without the customer actually realising what 
they would be getting. Typically, customers do not have an understanding of security systems and 
subsequently rarely know what they want or need. As a result, Paul  has always discussed his system 
in detail, explaining to each customer why he has selected each item and exactly what the system 
provides for them.
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By starting the company as a CCTV specialist, 
the Monatrix approach has been that the 
service and solutions they offered were very 
different from their competitors. For instance, 
their customers would not have an alarm 
engineer turning up to a CCTV system that 
they could not operate and their customers 
would not be charged for a three-hour call-out 
to a camera on top of a six-metre pole that an 
engineer could not access. 

These two examples are things that many security companies constantly repeat and the industry 
is well known for. Monatrix have never operated in this way as they know their customers and the 
security systems they look after, right down to the individual parts that make up those systems.  By 
utilising a ‘Live’ asset list of each and every system, Monatrix can identify the parts, equipment and 
resources that may be required to resolve any issue in one visit.  Saving the customer time and 
money.

Always considering the customer’s specific needs

After successfully providing CCTV systems and services for the first five years, Barry Doak, now the 
sales director of Monatrix, joined the team with a passionate approach to electronic access control. 
Monatrix began, therefore, installing access control systems using a team of system specific engineers. 
They adopted the same specialist approach as they had with their CCTV systems, creating bespoke 
systems and services with the customers’ needs in mind.

This ethos is still an extremely important part of Monatrix, and as the company has expanded they 
have developed specific departments for CCTV, access control, intruder alarms, ANPR, barriers 
and turnstiles. Each department has specialists with a good knowledge of the extensive range of 
equipment available and the features and benefits on offer, and they have installation and service 
teams working in these targeted sectors.

When required, these teams work together to create the larger, more complex integrated security 
systems that need multiple systems to interact with each other.

Monatrix customer benefits from specially and specifically trained expert technicians that can repair 
and maintain the security equipment to ensure that it is fully functional, as well as decreasing the 
chances of any unwanted or unexpected problems arising. 

As a systems house Monatrix are not tied to any specific manufacturer and they internally evaluate 
and test the equipment available. With such a specialised approach, when the Monatrix teams are all 
working together, very specialised bespoke Integrated Security Systems are developed, providing their 
customers with the very best of what is available and can be achieved in the electronic security market 
today.

As a new Corporate Partner of the Security Institute, Monatrix are really excited and proud to be part 
of this great organisation and looking forward to being part and contributing to the great things that 
the Institute do.  



Our  Corporate Partners
Our Corporate 
Partners
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BECOME A CORPORATE 
PARTNER OF BRITAINʼS
LEADING ORGANISATION 
FOR SECURITY 
PROFESSIONALS
Help us in our work to 
deliver quality to the sector, 
value to organisations and 
confidence to society

BENEFITS OF BECOMING A CORPORATE 
PARTNER OF THE SECURITY INSTITUTE

■  Use of the exclusive Corporate Partner logo on  
 your website and company stationary

■  Presentation of Corporate Partner certificate

■  Confirmation of your Corporate Partner status  
 added to the SyI membership and wider network

■  Inclusion in the Corporate Partner Showcase on  
 the SyI website, including dedicated space in the  
 Virtual Exhibition Area

■  Affiliate memberships and further discounts on  
 additional applications

■  Exclusive opportunity to take part in knowledge-
 generation and sharing activities and projects

■  Promotion at Security Institute events, and   
 discounts for bookings

■  Discounts on Security Institute Qualifications

■  Copies of bulletins, newsletters and press 
 information from the Security Institute

■  Advanced access to sponsorship and exhibition  
 opportunities

security-institute.orgLARGE  More than 250    Between 11-20   £2,800
  
MEDIUM 20-249     Between 6 - 10   £1,550

SMALL  Less than 20    Up to 5    £925

NUMBER FULFILLING A 
SECURITY ROLE

AFFILIATE MEMBERSHIPS 
AVAILABLE

ANNUAL FEE 
(INC VAT WHERE APPLICABLE)

security-institute.org

¹ When joining as a Corporate Partner partway through the calendar year, the Security Institute will pro-rata your fees for  
 the remainder of year 1.
2 Where the maximum number of affiliate memberships is taken, additional discounts on subsequent affiliate memberships  
 is available.
3  Where existing members retain their current level of membership, their annual fees will drop to £125 per person but  
 must be paid by the Corporate Partner
4  An individual code of conduct will apply to each applicant and each will be subject to verification by the SyI’s Validation  
 Board
5  The fee charged at each category of partnership is based on a standard CP fee of £250 (plus VAT). Affiliate memberships  
 are then charged at a standard rate of £125 (VAT exempt).

IF YOU AGREE WITH THESE STATEMENTS 
THEN CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP IS FOR 
YOUR ORGANISATION

■  We support the Professional Security Community

■  We are committed to professional excellence in  
 Security Practice

■  We stand committed to Continuing Professional  
 Development for all our security personnel

■  We support the development and 
 implementation of professional standards across  
 the security sector

■  We support the mission of the Security Institute  
 to ensure that security professionals are 
 recognised as being of equal standing to 
 professionals in all other categories within 
 modern organisations

I WANT TO BECOME A CORPORATE PARTNER, 
WHAT NEXT?
 
A Corporate Partnership application comprises;

■  Completed Corporate Partnership Application Form

■  Details of the proposed Affiliate Members

■  Payment of the appropriate fee – an invoice can be requested

The Security Institute will complete company checks and take up 
references, and may request further supporting information 
depending on the outcome of the background checks. 

Once completed, the Security Institute will confirm the Date of 
Appointment as a Corporate Partner, prepare a Certificate of 
Appointment and complete appointment activity. 

It is anticipated that the application process will take 6 – 8 weeks.
The proposed Affiliate Members will be reviewed by the Validation 
Board in line with standard operating procedure, and receive 
individual confirmation of membership.

WHAT CATEGORY OF CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP IS RIGHT FOR YOUR 
ORGANISATION?

There are three different levels of Partnership  - Large, Medium and Small, determined by the number of 
employees working in Security within your organisation. All will receive the same benefits from Corporate 
Partnership.

Corporate Partners have bundles of memberships included in their agreement with us. If a Corporate 
Partner already employs Security Institute Members of any grade, these can be included as part of the CP 
bundle – members will retain their existing grade of membership.  Every new person joining the Security 
Institute as part of a Corporate Partner bundle will be processed at the Affiliate level of individual mem-
bership. 

Each will receive correspondence confirming their Affiliate membership and access to a large range of 
member benefits offered by the Security Institute.

 

THE SECURITY INSTITUTE
1 The Courtyard, Caldecote,
Warks, CV10 0AS
024 7634 6464
info@security-institute.org
www.security-institute.org



Cyber  Updates
Cybersecurity Maturity 
Model Certification (CMMC)
- The implementation of 
cyber security standards for 
US Department of Defense 
Contractors
By Andy Watkin-Child CSyP FSyI, 
SyI Director & Founding Partner of 
Parava

Why is the DoD updating its global cyber 
standards?
According to the US Government Accountability 
Office (GAO) Defense Acquisition Annual 
Assessment report1 (June 2020).  The US 
Government has plans to invest $1.8Trn in new 
and current weapon systems including aircraft, 
ships, and satellites.  Activities which create and 
manufacture new and existing technologies and 
Intellectual Property (IP) across many diverse 
digital platforms.  Platforms located across the 
global Defense Industry Base (DIB) and used to 
create, process, store and transmit DoD IP.  Used 
to make weapon systems and forms part of the 
weapon systems which have been shown to be 
vulnerable to cyber-attack2. 

Cyber-attacks have tangible and intangible effects 
on government agencies, society, and the DIB.  A 
GAO National cyber study in 20183 identified the 
cybersecurity challenges faced by the US and the 
actions required to address them.  The economic 
impact of cyber-attacks on the US was estimated 
by the Council of Economic Advisers in their 2018 
report4 (published by the Office of the President 
of the United States) to be between $57Bn and 
$109Bn in 2016.  A cost which had an impact 
(amongst other things), on corporate financial 
statements and competitive advantage, supply 
chain security and the defense capabilities of US 
front line fighting forces.

Taking steps to address this the Department of 
Defense (“DoD”) Office of the Undersecretary of 
Defense for Acquisition & Sustainment (“OUSD 
A&S”) modified Defense Federal Acquisition 
Regulations (DFARS) 48 CFR § 252.204 - 70125 
for Safeguarding covered defense information 
and cyber incident reporting (“DFARS 7012”).  To 
regulate the protection of systems and networks 
that process, create, store, or transmit Covered 
Defense Information (CDI) and Cyber incident 
reporting.  Requiring DIB contractors and 
subcontractors to identify and protect Controlled 
Unclassified Information (“CUI”).  Appling and self-
attesting to the 110 security practices (controls) 
described in the NIST (SP) 800 – 1716 (“NIST”) 
standard and self-attest to their effectiveness. 

However, visible losses of IP through cyber-
attacks, data breaches and reports of IP stolen 
by Nation States compounded the view that IP 
created across the DIB supply chain needed 
stronger protection.  The DoD inspector 
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General in their 2019 audit of the ‘Protection 
of DoD Controlled Unclassified Information on 
Contractor-Owned Networks and Systems’7 
raised concerns that DoD contractors did not 
consistently implement DoD mandated system 
security controls for safeguarding Defense 
information.  Identifying failures of compliance 
to DFARS 7012 regulation and the application of 
NIST SP 800 – 171 security practices.

These concerns have been addressed through 
a formal DFARS case 2019 - D041 ‘Strategic 
Assessment and Cybersecurity Certification 
Requirements’8.  Resulting in the ‘Assessing 
Contractor Implementation of Cybersecurity 
Requirements interim final ruling (“ruling”)’ which 
came into force on the 1st December 20209.  
Initiating the CMMC process, implementing the 
methodology to assure and oversight DFARS 
compliance to the 110 NIST security practices for 
the protection of CUI and the implementation of 
CMMC Levels in DoD contracts starting in 2021.  
Setting out the requirements for independent 
oversight, assurance, and accreditation of NIST 
and CMMC cyber security requirements for the 
protection of Federal Control Information (FCI) 
and (CUI) by DIB contractors and subcontractors 
prior to contract award

Cyber security applied to the Defense Industry?
For companies across the US DIB cyber security 
compliance specifically compliance with NIST 
security practices will be on the corporate 
radar.  Compliance to NIST has been a formal 
requirement for contractors and subcontractors 
who are affected by DFARS 7012 since 2017.  
Requiring contractors and subcontractors to 
self-attest to compliance of the required 110 NIST 
security practices. 

Changes in DoD regulatory compliance?

The 1st December 2020 ruling introduced the 
addition DFARS requirements for the protection 
of CUI.  Implementing stricter oversight and 
assurance of cyber security requirements for new 
contract awards. The ruling mandates a 2-part 
compliance regime, updating the DoD approach 
to contract award.  Updating DFARS regulations 
for the ‘Safeguarding Covered Defense 
Information and Cyber Incident Reporting’.

Part 1: NIST SP 800 – 171 compliance. Before 
a contract is awarded and where DFAS 7012. 
Applies.  Contracting officers must verify that 
contractors have a ‘basic’ NIST compliance 
assessment (which is no more than 3 years old) 
on record in the DoD Supplier Performance Risk 
System (SPRS).  Contractors must ensure that 
their subcontractors have a NIST compliance 
score in SPRS before they issue a subcontract.  In 
each case contractors and subcontractors are 
to assess their compliance to NIST SP 800 – 171 
using the DoD Assessment Methodology (“DAM”)10

DFARS clause have been added to notify 
contractors and subcontractors to expect a DoD 
cyber security assessment.  Requiring contractors 
and subcontractors to provide DoD with access to 
their facilities, systems and personal to conduct 
a detailed assessment of their compliance to the 
110 NIST cyber security practices using the DAM 
methodology.

As of December 31st 2017 if DFARS 252.204 
– 7012 has been applied by the DoD to a 
contract. Contractors will have applied the 
110 NIST SP 800 – 171 security practices and 
‘flowed down’ these security requirements to 
subcontractors.



Cyber  Updates
Part 2 - The CMMC process. DFARS clause 252.204-70219, 
‘Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification Requirements’ 
will be phased into all DoD contracts over the next five years 
(2021 – 2025).  CMMC certification requires contractors and 
subcontractors to undergoe a CMMC assessment by an 
accredited assessor.  Submitting a CMMC certificate at the 
required level of compliance, defined by the DoD contract 
(level 1 – Level 5) in SPRS before they are awarded a contract 
and maintaining the required CMMC level for the duration of 
the DoD contract.  Contractors are required to ensure that 
their subcontractors have the same CMMC level certificate 
in SPRS prior to the awarding of a subcontract.  All DoD 
contractors will be required to have at a minimum a CMMC 
level 1 (FCI level) certificate registered in SPRS.

What is CMMC?

The CMMC framework builds upon the DAM.  It structures 
CUI and FCI protection into 5 levels of security maturity.  
Oversight and assurance of FCI data protection is defined at 
CMMC level 1, in line with FAR 52.204–2111.  CMMC level 2 is 
an intermediate compliance level for DoD contractors and 
subcontractors who process FCI (level 1) and wish to bid for 
contracts containing CUI, progressing to level 3.  CMMC level 
3, 4 and 5 are applied to contractors and subcontractors 
processing CUI, utilising the full 110 NIST 171 security 
practices as a foundation from level 3.

CMMC Level Security 
Practices

CMMC 
Practices

Total

1 (FCI) 15 (FAR) - 15
2 65 (NIST) 7 72

3 (CUI) 110 (NIST) 20 130
4 110 (NIST) 46 156
5 110 (NIST) 61 171

CMMC requires security practices to be institutionalised 
by contractors and subcontractors.  Each CMMC level 
increments the number of security practices and maturity.  
Requiring contractors and subcontractors to demonstrate 
that practices are performed (Level 1), documented (Level 2), 
managed (Level 3), reviewed (Level 4), and optimised (Level 
5).

CMMC does not permit contractors or subcontractors to 
have remediation plans in place to address compliance 
gaps.  To achieve CMMC compliance Plans Of Action (and 
Milestones POAM) must be complete for all security practices 
before a CMMC certificate is issued and a contract is 
awarded.

What next for the international DIB and DoD

With financial commitments of over $1.4 Trn on defense 
systems across a global supply chain, impacting R&D, 
manufacturing, servicing, and front-line fighting forces.  The 
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DoD carries significant procurement weight 
and has expectations that cyber protection 
is managed by the DIB.  The new ruling aims 
to strengthen cyber protection compliance 
requirements through DFARS 252.204.7012, 
-2019, -2020 and -2021.  Setting the bar of 
compliance with NIST SP 800 – 171 and CMMC.

All contractors and subcontractors will have to be 
a minimum of CMMC level 1 by the end of 2025.  
Contractors and subcontractors which receive, 
create, process and store CUI are required to 
be CMMC level 3 and demonstrate that they 
have applied, documented, and are managing 
130 cyber security practices, with no POAs.  To 
be awarded a CMMC Level 3 certificate, prior to 
contract award.

Adherence to DoD cyber policy and the adoption 
of CMMC is a commercial decision, a cost of 
doing business with the DoD.  The cost of NIST 
and CMMC compliance is significant and there 
are no alternatives.  Compliance is a contractual 
requirement in place since 31st December 2017 
for NIST SP 800 – 171.  

Cyber security is here to stay as a cost of doing 
business for all companies.  Going forward 
it is important that DIB contractors and 
subcontractors review their existing compliance 
to NIST requirements, evaluate their DAM scores 
and prepare for future CMMC assessments.

With recent events such as SolarWinds, reported 
losses of defense IP and with other federal 
agencies reviewing CMMC as a viable security 
programme, it is unlikely that CMMC will not be 
implemented.  The new US administration may 
modify the programme, but the ruling has been 
in effect as of the 1st December 2020.  Cyber 
security is an issue all sectors face and NIST SP 
800 - 171 is a robust cyber security standard.  In 
other forms such as NIST SP 800 – 53 and NIST 
SCF and alternatives such as ISO 27001 are 
adopted by US Federal Government and other 
industry sectors such as Financial Services, as 
good cyber security practice.

The DoD faces challenges in CMMC adoption.  
The DIB has a low level of cyber maturity for 
the protection of CUI.  The DoD relies on prime 

contractors and subcontractors and it is in 
the interest of the DoD to work with the DIB 
to evaluate compliance and support industry 
partners comply with NIST SP 800 – 171 and 
CMMC.  So that the global supply chain and DOD 
IP is appropriately protected.  The alternatives are 
continual data breaches and the loss of Defense 
IP and the potential impact on front line fighting 
forces.

The DoD assumes that if a contractor 
or subcontractor had to comply with 
DFARS 252.204-7012 then they have 
absorbed the necessary costs of 
compliance.

CMMC is a commercial programme 
impacting the financial statements of 
DIB contractors and subcontractors.  
Who must consider the commercial 
implications of compliance.
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Chartered Security Professionals
Register of Chartered 
Security Professionals 
admits 200th CSyP

Everyone acknowledges that 2020 was a hard, challenging year as the world fought to cope with the 
COVID-19 pandemic and all the restrictions and sadness that was brought with it. However for the Register 
of Chartered Security Professionals (CSyPs), 2020 was the year it broke all records for recruitment and 
engagement of CSyPs in their own Register, growing by nearly 40%.

Back in March 2020, CSyPs were fortunate to gather at Stationers Hall in the City of London for their annual 
formal dinner and certificate presentation to new CSyPs. Little did they think that this would be the last 
chance they would be meeting face to face that year, and that all plans would become virtual and socially 
distanced activities. Fast forward to February 2021, and they can look back and see what a dynamic year 
the Register had despite everything, and how adaptable it has become.

In July the Register welcomed Vicky Smith to help administer applications, and the Worshipful Company 
of Security Professionals were pleased to renew their contract with the Security Institute for provision 
of agent services, including all admittances and finances in December, for a further five year period. A 
small Development Group of CSyPs was established working with Bob Martin CSyP FSyI, Professional 
Development Director for the Institute, and the entire admin process was certified to ISO 9001 – not a bad 
list of achievements for one year.

Worldwide Interest in the Gold Standard

The popular pre-application CSyP Workshops moved online, and 
these interactive sessions were given to 199 potential CSyPs from 
across the world – including Australia, New Zealand, USA, Canada, 
Spain, Switzerland, UAE and India. Recruitment soared as a result, 
with the Register ending 2020 with a total of 201 Chartered Security 
Professionals admitted – an increase of 56 during the year. This may 
not seem many to some, but when you consider each person has 
had at least six individuals verifying their security knowledge, practical 
application, communication and leadership skills and personal 
commitment, this adds up to a vast amount of volunteer assessment 
time – a conservative estimate is over 650 hours from dedicated, 
trained CSyPs, fitting this work around their day jobs. 

One of the targets the Register achieved was to admit its 200th 
Chartered Security Professional. Mike Edgerton CSyP is Manager, Port Security with the Port Authority 
of New York and New Jersey. Clearly experienced in high profile maritime security project planning and 
implementation, the assessors had no hesitation in recommending him for admittance. When asked why 
he chose to become a CSyP, Mike said:

“I pursued admission to the Register of Chartered Security Professionals for several reasons. Most 
importantly, I was drawn to the idea that the Register was intended for persons that had demonstrated 
strategic competence and contributed to the profession at a strategic level.  I see this as being extremely 
important as this recognition provides an excellent platform to address big issues facing the security 
profession and to help drive the industry forward, globally.  My specific industry (seaports) is inherently 
global by nature and I have worked internationally for much of my professional life so I also wanted to 
be part of an organization that is outwardly looking as leading practices are not necessarily the purview 
of any single country.  Further, I was drawn to pursuing CSyP because I wanted to be critically evaluated 
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by my peers, which has had both a humbling and 
reassuring effect.  While I’m very proud of my other 
certifications (CPP and CISM) and believe they are 
excellent reflections of professional experience and 
knowledge, I wanted to be challenged by reflecting 
on my career as well as being critically interviewed 
and evaluated by other senior professionals in the 
field on issues affecting security management at  
high level.  

I intend to use my CSyP to participate in the 
appropriate venues that allow myself and my 
colleagues to address the several major challenges 
for the industry. Among these include the need 
to prepare security executives to deal with 
converged security challenges, where the lines 
between “traditional” security management and 
digital security are blurring, as well as the ongoing 
challenge of demonstrating the value of security, 
especially in a commercial context.  This will require 
a new approach to security risk management at the 
enterprise level as well as the development of new 
skills for security professionals going forward and I 
believe that being a CSyP will position me to address 
these issues with my peers.  Further, I am grateful 
to be in a group where I will be able to gain from the 
impressive experience and counsel of the women 
and men who make up the Register of Chartered 
Security Professionals.”

Registrar’s Panel expanded
As a consequence of the increased interest, and 
recognising that more applications need more 
assessment time, the Register of Chartered Security 
Professionals decided to expand its Registrar’s 
Panel for 2021. Baroness Henig CBE DL, Chair of 
the Chartered Security Professionals Registration 
Authority, together with the other Board members, 
appointed Garry Evanson CSyP FSyI and Stuart 
Williams CSyP FSyI to the new posts of Deputy 
Registrar, working alongside David Gill CSyP FSyI, the 
existing Registrar. Their addition to the team is most 
welcome and they will both be building on their 
considerable experience as Interview Assessors, 
gained over a number of years and developing 
the score of the Registrar’s Panel to ensure the 
existing high standards are maintained and that the 
admittance process stays fit for purpose.

Garry is known to most members of the Security 
Institute as a recent Chairman and he brings a 
wealth of experience to the Registrar’s role. He has 
been a CSyP interviewer since the Register was 
formed having been part of the original Working 
Group in 2010 which crafted the competencies 
and framework for CSyP assessment. He says he 
has lost count of the number of applicants he has 
interviewed!

Currently Garry is currently a member of the College 
of Westminster Abbey and is retained there as Risk 
and Resilience consultant, having just retired from 
‘active duty’ as their Head of Emergency Planning, 
Risk & Security. Prior to the Abbey, Garry was Group 
Head of Security Operations at DeLaRue plc which 
followed an Army career spanning 34 years.

On his appointment Garry said that he was 
greatly honoured to be selected and welcomed 
the opportunity to serve as a Registrar so that he 
could contribute to the professional journey of 
so many talented security executives, managers 
and practitioners whilst promoting standards and 
ensuring  that the Register in the months and 
years to come would be acknowledged as the 
indisputable gold standard benchmark for security 
professionals not only in UK but worldwide.

Stuart has long been an advocate for 
professionalising the industry, joining the Security 
Institute in the early 2000s and the Register of 
Chartered Security Professionals soon after its 
inception.  Stuart is also a member of the Institute’s 
Validation Board, a keen supporter of the Built 
Environment Special Interest Group and while living 
in Abu Dhabi, helped both organisations to grow 
their presence in the Middle East region. 

Stuart has recently taken the opportunity to 
establish his own security risk consultancy company, 
with a focus on providing subject matter expertise 
to built environment projects.  Prior to this new 
venture, Stuart enjoyed a commercial consultancy 
career spanning 16 years, working in senior roles for 
several renown strategic security and engineering 
companies.  This followed a 17-year career in the 
British Army, where he worked almost exclusively in 
the intelligence and security fields.

Stuart was delighted to be selected for the role as a 
Registrar, which will enable him to further contribute 
to the professionalism of the industry.  He will 
greatly miss the role as an assessor but is looking 
forward to being at the heart of the diverse career 
journeys of our candidates and working alongside 
such highly respected industry professionals.  

Thanks to David, Garry and Stuart, and the growing 
team of document and interview assessors the 
Register is in a strong position to cope with an 
increased demand for certification in 2021.
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Chartered Security Professionals

Adapting to Change
- How CSyPs Navigated 2020 
Reflecting at the start of this year on the challenges that we all collectively faced during 
2020, we asked some of the Chartered Security Professionals to share their experiences 
from the past year and discuss how they were able to navigate the changing security 
landscape.

Chris Aldous CSyP
Director, Design Security
As the design team were all dispersed using online meetings on 
Teams and Zoom and drafting design notes were our main ways to 
communicate in the design process. For those not in the design and 
planning security world a design note is where you as the security 
designer take the problem, such as deploying access control measures 
and describe to other parties how and where it can be deployed. A key 
element is explaining what the impacts could be for the wider building 
and business operations.

My team and I using the design note process were able to engage with 
the design and client’s teams to explain some complex issues on what 
when built will be a complex building.

The client’s team have engaged us for a further section of work in relation 
to this project due to their confidence in our ability to understand their 
requirements and provide a credible design that will work for them.

Jane Farrell CSyP MSyI
Head of Security UK & Ireland, Sodexo
As a Head of Security, I have adapted to change from an operational and 
strategic point of view as a result of the pandemic. Due to the changes 
in our clients’ working environments our officers have adapted to learn 
new skills and embrace the use of new technology. An example of this 
is the introduction in many sites of temperature monitoring which also 
brings a new focus on customer care. As our clients and their employees 
experience change, the role of the security officer needs to be customer 
focused demonstrating professionalism and  confidence in new 
processes. 

In many cases, the customer base has changed to include more 
interaction with the general public who can show great appreciation or 
become frustrated particularly if a Covid testing centre has been erected 
outside their home, sometimes leading to aggression which needs 
handling professionally

From a strategic point of view, as situations change and the Government 
introduces new rules we need to risk assess current processes and 
adapt to ensure the health and safety of our people, our clients 
employees and customers. Being flexible and working laterally with 
colleagues from other areas of expertise has become more essential 
than ever!
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Mike Gips CSyP 
Security Expert
My consultancy advises security executives, conducts security research, 
and develops security-related content (webinars, podcasts, articles, 
reports, etc) and thought leadership for publications, associations, 
security providers, etc. Covid exerted an enormous gravitational pull on 
the industry during its first six months: access control became infection 
control, high-touch security became no-touch security, investigations 
turned to contact tracing,  travel security concerns gave way to mental 
health/home-isolation concerns. Meantime, businesses often grappled 
with issuing laptops and tablets to staff in the absence of security training, 
software installations, or regular updates or patching. As we come out of 
the pandemic, we will uncover a mountain of fraud, espionage, and other 
malfeasance.

For much of 2020, non-Covid related issues drew little interest. In 
recent months, at least in the U.S., the twin scourges of disinformation 
and radicalization have come to the fore. Businesses are becoming 
increasingly concerned about extremists in their ranks, the insider threats 
they pose, and potential reputational damage to the employer. I am 
seeing a surge in interest in social media monitoring to track potential 
problem employees and vet job candidates.

I have also spoken to companies, including many startups, that have been 
quietly innovating during the past year as they wait for Covid to end its 
monopoly over investment funding. I predict a renaissance of innovative 
security technologies as money becomes available and new tools come to 
market.

Dr Michael McDonagh CSyP FSyI
Managing Director, 6E Consulting
As we enter 2021, lockdowns have been reintroduced and that it is 
conceivable that that will continue into Q2 or perhaps Q3 of 2021, is just 
an indication of the level of disruption that we have seen in almost every 
aspect of our personal and professional lives.

One of the surprising aspects of Covid-19 is how quickly we have adjusted 
to the new normal. I have had to conduct risk assessments, hold security 
meetings and audits online (via Zoom/MS Team), sent extensive review 
documents to be self-completed and held security briefings and crisis 
meetings all from afar. 

Whilst there have undoubtedly been many people for whom the impact 
of Covid-19 have been life-changing and for whom the scars of this year 
will remain, in some cases for the rest of their lives, it is also true that in 
many ways we in security have absorbed and embraced the changes that 
have been required and have carried on, albeit in a Covid appropriate and 
secure manner.

What is easy to forget is that Covid is not the only critical threat that the 
world of racing is facing, and that all the critical issues that were at the 
top of the agenda before Covid-19 – terrorism, climate change, global 
warming, pollution, cyber threats, hurricanes, droughts, resource depletion, 
infrastructure fragility, mass migration to name just a few - are still there, 
and will undoubtedly, together with new and as yet unseen threats, make 
themselves known to us all in the coming year.
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Paul Mercer CSyP
Managing Director, Hawk Sight 
Security Risk Management
During the pandemic’s opening weeks, 
it became increasingly important that 
we focus not only on the growth of the 
pandemic but also on the emerging 
threats that may develop as a result of 
the pandemic.

The HawkSight Safety & Security Risk 
Management supports live API feeds 
for security event data. The problem 
was that we could not represent health-
related data in the same way. Our team 
of developers found a way to create a 
separate layer that could show health-
related data feeds as clusters or as a 
heat map, to show the growth of COVID 
19 on the same map as security event 
data.

The result gave our clients the ability 
to visualise the emerging threat of civil 
unrest coincident to the rates of COVID 
19 cases/fatalities to establish if there 
was a pattern.

The result is now evident in retrospect, 
but at the time, it was valuable to 
prove that civil unrest was indeed an 
emerging threat and we were proud to 
have evolved the platform, in a matter 
of weeks, to support our clients through 
this unprecedented time of uncertainty.
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Reza Salari CSyP MSyI - Pacific Life Re 

 

• Time-zone friendly workshops 

• Small, interactive sessions 

• Learn about the application process 

• Understand the 5 competencies 

• Hear practice questions 

 

 

• Understand what you should and 
shouldn’t put on your Application Form 

• Meet Interview Assessors 

• Meet the Application Team 

• Achieve 3 CPD Points 

• Reach the GOLD STANDARD  

Ready to Go For Gold in 2021 ? 
           Join our free CSyP Application Workshops for UK and  
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APRIL 
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Professionals 

MAY 
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UK based Professionals 

 

20th May 5pm GMT 

Americas based               
Professionals 

JUNE 
3rd June 2.30pm GMT  

UK based Professionals 

 

17th June 8am GMT  

ASPAC/Australasia based 
Professionals 

“Being recognised as a Chartered Security Professional 
demonstrates that you belong to a select group of people, who 
are all striving for security to be acknowledged and respected 
as a profession in its own right”. 

“This certification is important to me as it evidences years 
of strategic experience in a tangible way and opens the 
door for more cybersecurity experts to consider the 
Register, which can only make it more valuable.” 

www.charteredsecurityprofessional.org 

The Register of Chartered Security Professionals - 
the Gold Standard in Security Practice 

 BOOK NOW 

Paul Wood CSyP FSyI - Emerging Risks Global 

Garth Thompson CSyP MSyI
Intelligence Special Projects Manager, Novartis
Working for a global healthcare company I’m responsible 
for physical security in all sites (over 400 sites in 114 
countries) and have a global team, including seven Regional 
Security Managers. As such, observing the impact of 
COVID-19 spreading across the globe from first-hand 
reports was fascinating. Our headquarters locked down 
on March 16 and along with everybody else, excluding 
manufacturing, research and supply chain I began working 
from home. 

Running a global team already using Teams to great effect 
meant daily management did not change much, with the 
exception of no longer being able to visit sites for meetings, 
investigations, audits and advisory purposes.
However, active measures I did take:
1. Evaluated situation and increased supply chain security 

of our products directly related to coronavirus.
2. Worked closely with security vendors to continue 

service delivery
3. Increased protection of newly valuable stocks of masks 

and liquid sanitiser products due to a number of large-
scale thefts.

4. Increased the frequency of virtual team meetings to 
ensure:

a. Team, individual and family welfare in keeping with 
company culture
b. Effective adaptation to remote/distributed working
c. Constant communication to keep pace with rapidly 
changing events

Overall I believe the Company response to the situation has 
been well managed and I am lucky to have benefited from 
great leadership.

Scott Ruddick CSyP
Senior Director Global Security, Mennonite Economic 
Development Assc
MEDA - Mennonite Economic Development Associates - is an international 
development organization with operations across Africa, the Middle East, 
South East Asia, and eastern Europe. When the COVID-19 pandemic broke 
out in March 2020, we – like many INGOs – shifted to remote work/work 
from home protocols, stopping all but essential programming activity.  But 
we knew the work from home protocols were a temporary measure: we 
needed to find a way to re-start our field programming safely.  We developed 
a four-pillar system to guide our program resumption. We first crafted 
Protective Protocols used by our field offices for staff conduct, office setup, 
vehicle transportation, and programming activities. With the protocols in 
place, we focused on how to decide when a project could start reopening. 
We developed a COVID Risk Matrix to enable us to make subjective risk 
assessments for our programming areas.   From there, we commenced a 
phased approach to reopening, developing a Resumption Risk Assessment 
to assess risk in proposed locales and a Project Resumption Plan to guide 
operational resumption in a phased manner.  We continue to manage to the 
COVID risk and anticipate needing to do so for the remainder or 2021, likely 
in to 2022. 
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Upcoming Events
International Women's Day Event
Monday 8th March 2021
Time: Starts at 10:00

On International Women’s Day 2021, we want to spotlight some of the key 
equality, diversity and inclusion [EDI] issues that are impacting women’s 
ability to thrive, work safely and effectively, particularly in the current 
global context and in the security sector. The ISSIG are helping bring 
together an esteemed panel of  positive leaders and role models in EDI 
and security professionals from many different sectors and across the 
world, including:
• Dame Lynne Owens Director General of the National Crime Agency;
• Simon Gallow UN Women UK;
• Dianne Allen OBE Veteran, and author of Forewarned
To name a few

Book here: https://event.bookitbee.com/31453/080321-webinar-
international-womens-day-2021-a-nar

Annual General Meeting
Wednesday 21st April 2021
Time: Starts at 12.30

We hold a meeting each year which every member is welcome to attend. 
The meeting is about The Security Institute - what we’ve achieved in 2020, 
how your subscription fees have been spent and what our plans are for 
2021. Although it’s a formal meeting, the presentations are interesting and 
informative and it’s your opportunity to ask questions and gain a better 
understanding of all things “Institute”. 

You can book and find further details here: https://event.bookitbee.
com/31857/210421-security-institute-annual-general-meeting-2

Webinar - Advancements in Knife
Protection
Wednesday 10th March 2021
Time: Starts at 10:00

We are delighted to be joined by Colin Mackinnon of PPSS Group. In this 
webinar we will be looking at why there is an operational need for Body 
Armour in the UK security and front line. Technical differences, type of 
certification, operational risks, threats, and what body armour will protect 
against. Differences between ballistic protection and stab vest technology.

Book here: https://event.bookitbee.com/31525/100221-webinar-
advancements-in-knife-protection
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Other Upcoming Events
Industry events, exhibitions and conferences to keep noted

Date Event Place

9th - 11th March Security and Policing Online

16th March Global MSC Conference Online

13th April SASIG Skills Fest Online 

22nd April CTB365: Radicalisation & Extremism Online

5th - 6th May IET: Cyber Security for Industrial Control Systems Online

11th - 12th May Cyber UK Online

12th - 13th May Cyber Con Online

10th June ST21 Birmingham

12th - 14th July IFSEC London

20th July ST21 Manchester

7th - 9th September The Security Event Birmingham

14th – 16th September Counter-Terror Expo London

14th September ST21 Belfast

19th – 21st September Intersec Saudi Arabia Saudi Arabia

28th – 30th September International Security Expo London



The Security Institute is 
the largest membership 
organisation for security 
professionals in the UK, 
with members from all
over the world. We 
promote standards, 
develop and endorse 
education across the 
sector and provide 
a rich membership 
experience.

 WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU

Membership of the Security Institute 
bestows credibility, enhances career 
prospects, provides a valuable network 
of excellent contacts, offers mentoring, 
runs a comprehensive continuing 
professional development (CPD) scheme 
to recognise your efforts in maintaining 
and adding to your skills base; and 
fantastic networking opportunities.

1 The Courtyard, Caldecote, 
Warks, CV10 0AS
024 7634 6464
info@security-institute.org
www.security-institute.org

 HOW TO JOIN THE SECURITY INSTITUTE

Visit our website at www.security-institute.org or contact paula@security-institute.org for an application
pack. She can also review your CV to give you hints and tips for a better application.

Membership is awarded on a points basis, based on your experience and any security-related education or
training undertaken. Anyone who works in a role in security and wishes to develop a career in security can 
join, including students. Once a member, you can work your way up through our membership grades as 
your experience grows. 

We also offer Group Membership – please speak to Paula to learn more about this.

MEMBERSHIP LEVELS AND FEES

There is a £95 one-off application fee payable by everyone applying to join (students are exempt).

Student

Affiliate

Associate

Member

Fellow

For anyone studying for a qualification in security

For anyone just starting on their career path in security or who has 
an active interest in the field of security and wishes to take part in 

the Institute’s activities.

Professional grade of membership for those with some experience
in the security profession and/or security qualifications.

Standard Route: 4 – 20 points and minimum of 3 years general 
security experience ; or -

 Fast-Track Route 1: SyI Certificate, Diploma or Advanced Diploma in 
Security Management, or other security-related qualification at

Level 5 Diploma or above
Fast-Track Route 2: Security related qualification at Level 3 or above 

and a minimum of 3 years general security experience.

Professional grade of membership for those with considerable
experience/qualifications in the security profession.

Standard Route: 21-60 points including a minimum of 5 years general 
security experience ; or -

Fast-Track Route: SyI Diploma or Advanced Diploma or other
security-related qualification at Level 5 Diploma or above

Not applicable for new members.
Fellows must have been a current member at Member level and 
must have completed CPD, both for a minimum period of 2 years 
immediately prior to application. To work your way up to Fellow 

level, a minimum of 61 points will also be required.

MEMBERSHIP            POST                                                     APPLICABILITY                                               ANNUAL 
    GRADE NOMINAL                                                   CRITERIA   FEE

/company/the-security-institute/  
@SyInstitute  
@thesecurityinstitute  
Security Institute

*Students on the Institute’s Distance Learning Programme qualify for free student membership. Other universities vary – please enquire.

JOIN US
RESPECTED | RECOGNISED | PROFESSIONAL 

security-institute.org

 KEY BENEFITS OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP

■ Benchmark your training qualifications and 
leverage your experience

■ The value of your membership is recognised by 
employers and universities  

■ Exchange experience with other members at our 
networking events 

■ Enjoy access to job opportunities and our online 
careers services

■ Gain valuable insights by being involved in our 
mentoring programme, whatever your career 
stage

■ Enjoy member-only discounts

■ Bi-Monthly newsletter with exclusive offers and
weekly eNews update  

■ Members-only Linked-In Group

■ Continuing Professional Development that
evidences your professionalism 

■ Access to accredited and employer-recognised 
security related qualifications

■ Participation in a genuinely supportive 
community

■ Membership to the London Chamber of 
Commerce and access to their facilities, events
and resources.
Commerce and access to their facilities, events
and resources.

£50 *

£125

£145

£170

£195

n/a

n/a

ASyI

MSyI

FSyI


